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The shales of the Bakken Formation have been extensively tudied since the discovery of 
oil, but little attention has been paid to the middle reservoir member.  Successfully produced 
wells are concentrated in multiple fields throughout the Williston Basin, there has been no 
definitive way to determine a well’s potential productivity.  This study used core samples, point 
counting, and petrography to determine the diagenetic traits common to the Middle Member of 
the Bakken Formation and their effect on oil production.  Cores from forty-one wells were 
examined.  Thin sections were made from sixteen cores, eight producing wells and eight dry 
wells.  All wells were used in the construction of cross sections and isopach maps.   
The point counts used all traits common to each well ith thin sections: calcite, dolomite, 
fossil/fossil fragments, micrite/micritic matrix, porosity (intragranular and fracture), pyrite, quartz 
silt, and any miscellaneous grains not otherwise tak n into account.  All cores were analyzed for 
other potential diagenetic traits such as compaction, s ft sediment deformation and soft sediment 
structures, burrows, and residual hydrocarbons.  Cross-section work involved creating “beds” of 
four commonly shared traits and tracing the highest r corded occurrence and lowest recorded 
occurrence within the well.  The “trait beds” were inserted in a stratigraphic column of members 
of the Bakken Formation to compare their structure o the Bakken Formation over the course of 
the cross section.  No distinct patterns were reveal d though a larger sample of wells and cores 
may provide different results. 
Of all the selected traits, pyrite, quartz silt, micrit c matrix, and porosity have the greatest 
influence on oil production.  Pyrite growth is restricted to between 4% and 8% in producing wells 
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while varying widely in dry wells.  The reason is unknown though it is strongly suspected that it 
is directly related to the chemistry of the basin water flowing through producing oil fields.  
Quartz silt percentages are highest in producing wells and may provide a strong, open framework 
for fluids to flow through.  Micritic matrix is significantly higher (twice as much) in dry wells 
than producing wells, with approximately one-third of the rock composed of micrite.  The fine-
grained clay and mud most likely reduces porosity and permeability to nonproducable levels.  
Lastly, total porosity is extremely important and appears to rely more often on fracture porosity 
than intragranular porosity.  Porosity is almost always higher in producing wells, but rarely over 
5% of the total rock.  A project using a significantly larger sample size of thin sections would 
provide clearer patterns of diagenetic traits.  Analysis of water chemistry may also provide 







 The Bakken Formation is an economically important rock body in North Dakota, 
Montana, Saskatchewan, and Manitoba.  Besides being an excellent reservoir for hydrocarbons, it 
is a geologic conundrum that has puzzled geologists for decades.  Bakken Formation production 
has bloomed over the last decades in several specific fields in North Dakota, namely Antelope, 
Parshall, and Elkhorn Ranch Fields (Nordeng, 2010).  Though these fields have some of the 
highest producing wells in North Dakota, they are not consistently productive.  Several wells 
producing thousands of barrels may be only a short distance away from several dry, unproducable 
wells.  In order to facilitate more successful oil recovery, an answer should be sought for the 
question of why one group of wells produces while other groups do not.  This study analyzed the 
Middle Member of the Bakken Formation using core and thin sections to determine what, if any, 
effect the diagenesis of the member has on the productivity of a well. 
 The petrology and petrography of the Bakken Formation have been extensively studied 
over the last fifty years.  The majority of these studies have concerned the oil-producing members 
of the formation: the upper and lower black shale beds.  Several studies have been done on the 
Middle Member in the past but very few of those have looked at the Middle Member using 





Area of Study 
This study uses wells from Billings, Burke, Divide, Dunn, McKenzie, Mountrail, 
Renville, Stark, Ward, and Williams Counties, all of which are located in North Dakota.  The full 
extent of the Williston Basin encompasses North Dakot , South Dakota, and Montana in the 
United States.  In Canada, the basin covers parts of Manitoba and Saskatchewan.  Because the 
Williston Basin is so large, this study focused solely on North Dakota (Figure 1 is a map of all 
wells used in this study). 
 
Previous Work 
Drilling in the Williston Basin began in the first half of the twentieth century, when 









Figure 1. Map of North Dakota with dry and producing Bakken wells. Producing wells are filled-in circles. Dry wells 




produced along the Antelope Anticline.  The Antelop Anticline trends northwest-southeast in the 
northwest corner of North Dakota in McKenzie County, approximately 75 miles south of the 
Canadian Border.  Structural history of the Antelop Anticline is not discussed in this study, but a 
detailed explanation of the structural history of the basin was published by LeFever et al. (1991). 
The discovery well produced at a rate of 563 barrels of oil and 770 cubic feet of gas per 
day (Nordeng, 2010).  Since then hundreds of papers, spanning almost as many topics have been 
published on the Bakken Formation.  Assembled here is a brief summary of topics relevant to this 
study. 
The earliest paper describing the Bakken unit is by J.W. Nordquist (1953).  The term 
“Bakken Formation” was introduced by the Williston Basin Nomenclature Committee of the 
Saskatchewan Society of Petroleum Geologists and of the Rocky Mountain Section of the 
American Association of Petroleum Geologists in 1953.  Nordquist proposed the use of the name 
for the strata occurring between 9,615 – 9,720 feet in the H.O. Bakken No. 1, and assigned a 
Kinderhookian age to the formation (Nordquist, 1953, p. 72).  He described the type section for 
the Bakken, as The H.O. Bakken No. 1 Well (SW¼ NW¼ sec. 12, T. 157 N., R. 95W., Williams 
County, North Dakota) included the Madison Group above the Bakken Formation and Three 
Forks Formation below the Bakken Formation.  The Madison Group (Mississippian) is comprised 
of the Charles, Mission Canyon, and Lodgepole Formations, with the Lodgepole lying directly on 
top of the Bakken Formation.  The Three Forks Formation is Devonian.  The lithologies of these 
two units are discussed in more detail later in Nordquist’s paper.   
Nordquist described the three Bakken unit members in detail.  The upper member is a 
black fissile, slightly calcareous shale.  It is about 20 feet thick at its maximum thickness and is 
found between 9,615 and 9,635 feet in the type section of the Bakken Formation.  The Middle 
Member is a light gray to gray sandstone that varies in color from brown or grayish-brown.  It is 
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very fine-grained, calcareous, and interbedded withm nor amounts of gray-brown limestone.  It is 
60 feet thick at its maximum and lies between 9,635 and 9,695 feet of depth in the type section.  
The lower member is much the same as the upper member – lack fissile, slightly calcareous 
shale.  It is approximately 25 feet thick at its thickest and is found at 9,695 feet in the type section 
of the formation.   
After Nordquist suggested the name Bakken, Kume (1963) published a brief synopsis of 
the thickness, extent, and lithology of the Bakken Formation based on Nordquist’s previous work.  
He also identified the three members within the Bakken based on radioactivity logs and gamma 
ray logs.  Using this method, the upper and lower shale are nearly identical in lithology and must 
be identified using other methods like core analysis.  This set the trend for using radioactivity 
logs to identify the Bakken as a “marker bed” due to its distinctive radioactive signature.  Though 
he found some differences from Nordquist’s measurements, Kume is generally of the same school 
of thought regarding Bakken descriptions.  Kume found that the extent of the Bakken thickens 
from the southeast to the northwest part of North Dakota and is truncated by a pre-Jurassic 
erosional unconformity.  In North Dakota, the Bakken Formation ranges in total thickness from 
125 feet to a “knife edge” (Kume, 1963 p. 37).  Originally, large areas in Golden Valley County 
were thought to be missing the Bakken, as well as in parts of Williams, Billings, Slope, Stark, and 
Hettinger Counties.  There are isolated wells that are missing the Middle Member throughout the 
basin in McKenzie, Oliver, Morton, and Bottineau Counties.  In 2008, the USGS published a new 
assessment of the extent and properties of the Bakken in North Dakota and Montana (Figure 2).  
Many of these counties were not considered in this study because of lack of available core data. 
Well-preserved fossils in the Bakken Formation range from microfossils on the scale of 
sponge spicules, to familiar macrofossils like bivalves and brachiopods.  Previous work on fossils 
in the Bakken was undertaken by Hayes in 1984 and Thrasher in 1985.  Hayes summarized the 
fossils of the lower shale as including abundant plant spores, conodonts, inarticulate brachiopods, 
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fish teeth, bones, and scales, ostracodes, plant fragments, and sponge spicules (Hayes, 1984).  
Fossils identified in the Middle Member include articulate brachiopods and inarticulate 
brachiopods, pelmatozoan crinoids, gastropods, rare conodonts, plant spores, ostracodes, and rare 
corals (Hayes, 1984).  The lower member contains fos ils similar to the upper member.  Listed 
were abundant conodonts, fish teeth, bones, and scales, woody plant fragments, inarticulate 
brachiopods, and spores of varying types (Hayes, 1984, p. 59; see also Huber, 1986; Thrasher, 
1985). 
 
Figure 2. Extent of the Bakken Formation in North Dakota and Montana (modified from Pollastro, 2008; scale in 
miles). 
The petrology of the Bakken members has been well researched although it is still a 
matter of debate because of the Middle Member’s variability.  The petrography of the Bakken, 
specifically the Middle Member, is relatively unknown.  W.M. Last et al used petrology and 
petrography to analyze the Bakken Middle Member in the Daly Field, located in southwest 
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Manitoba.  This study used 122 core samples from 34 different wells and looked at the bulk 
mineralogy, carbonate mineralogy, clay mineralogy, texture, and fabric of the rock.  X-ray 
diffraction techniques, thin sections, and a scanning electron microscope were used to photograph 
and record the data from the samples (Last et al 1991, p. 64).  The authors divided the Bakken in 
Manitoba into five lithofacies based on lithology, sedimentary structures, texture, color, and fossil 
content.  The lithofacies are: shale and mudstone, massive siltstone, horizontal laminated 
siltstone, wavy laminated-lenticular bedded sandstone, and breccia.  They found that an 
“average” Bakken sandstone from the Middle Member was a dolomitic arkosic wacke.  This brief 
study addressed only a small portion of the Canadia extent of the Bakken.  None of the authors’ 
work was done on the North Dakota portion of the basin.   
Though very little has been done using thin sections as an investigation tool, in 2001, 
Janet K. Pitman et a, published a lengthy study of diagenetic features and fracture patterns in the 
Bakken in the Williston Basin (Pitman et al. 2001).  Their study area was the North Dakota 
portion of the basin.  They observed and recorded multiple aspects of diagenetic alteration 
including mechanical and chemical compaction, cementation, and mineral dissolution.  
Microstylolites are good evidence of dissolution and, i  general, occur primarily in the coarse-
grained sandstones.  Cements show evidence of “rhombic ferroan dolospar crystals” and where 
they are abundant, the dolomite has formed cement.  Both ferroan and nonferroan calcite are 
present.  Pyrite grains and nodules are common as sm ll (< 2µm), euhedral crystals.  Burrows 
filled with pyrite and fossils replaced by pyrite are sparse.  Occasionally, anhydrite crystals can 
be seen in thin section and pores filled with bitumen are also observed.  Pitman et al described 
secondary porosity in the Bakken.  Most of the secondary porosity is local, discontinuous, and 
found mainly in sandstone as the result of removal f uthigenic cements.  In carbonate-cemented 
samples corrosive contacts occur along with dissolution features at the margins of fractures 
(Pitman et al 2001 p. 7).  Fractures occur in all members, with the largest number in the middle 
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and lower members.  Fractures can be seen on the microscopic and macroscopic level.  Most 
fractures are nonmineralized, or open, discontinuous, and horizontal.  On the macroscopic scale, 
fractures are most easily seen on wetted, slabbed cor .  Infrequently, in the Middle Member, 
fractures will be elongate with a distinctly tapered end, filled with calcite cement and sparse 
pyrite.  Vertical fractures are uncommon.  Pitman’s article represents the extent of study done 
using petrography as a method of study for diagenesis of the Middle Member.  
Another study utilizing thin sections was done by Lavern Stasiuk in 1993.  Stasiuk used 
petrography to supplement studies using vitrinite reflectance to determine thermal maturity in the 
Bakken Formation shales.  The study area of the formation, however, was restricted to  
southeastern Saskatchewan (Stasiuk, 1993).   
 
Purpose/Thesis Statement 
 The hypothesis of this study is to determine if the extent of diagenesis has a direct effect 
on oil production in wells within the North Dakota portion of the Williston Basin.  A secondary 
purpose of this study is to fill in missing information, using petrography, of the Bakken Middle 
Member in western North Dakota.  Methods involving petrography will use distinct and easily 
identified characteristics such as pyrite, fossils, fractures (open and healed), micrite percentage, 
quartz silt percentages, and extent of dolomite formation.  Distribution of these characteristics 
and differences within each characteristic will be considered to create a more specific set of 




Figure 3. Isopach map of the Bakken Middle Member in North Dakota. Map was created using thickness data from the 







Early Bakken Formation studies assigned a Mississippian age to the formation.  
Nordquist (Nordquist, 1953), Thomas (1954) and Fuller (1956) all tended to agree that the 
Bakken was too young to be of Devonian age based on sparse fossil evidence.  McCabe also 
placed the Bakken in the Mississippian, but only as the basal layer.  Narrowing down a specific 
age was difficult because of a lack of Kinderhookian fossils over the entire basin.  Using 
microfossils, specifically conodonts, the Bakken is ow officially classified as Upper Devonian to 
Lower Mississippian.   
The general stratigraphy of the upper and lower Bakken members is similar.  Though the 
measured type section is much thinner, maximum record d thickness of the lower shale is 
approximately 50 feet in the central area of the basin.  As mentioned previously, it is dark brown 
to black, fissile, non-calcareous, and organic-rich.  Small siltstone, limestone, and sandstone 
lenses are present in localized areas.  The Middle Member has a maximum thickness of 85 feet 
(25 meters) in the basin’s depocenter and varies from a calcareous siltstone to sandstone, silty 
limestone, and rarely oolitic limestone.  Calcareous limestone is the dominant lithology.  The 
bedding in the Middle Member ranges from massive to coarse bedded with occasional trough or 
planar cross-bedding in localized areas.  The upper shale reaches a maximum thickness of 23 feet 
(~7 meters), and can be present when other members in the Bakken are not..  It is lithologically 
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similar to the lower shale except for the higher organic content and lesser amounts of 
clay, silt, and dolomitic grains (LeFever et al. 199 ).   
 
Depositional Environment 
The depositional environment of the Bakken Formation is a point of contention among 
many geologists.  In 1956, Fuller proposed that the shales were deposited in a vast swamp that 
was left behind from the retreat of large, Devonian seas.  The transgression eroded the stable 
margins and formed the arenaceous beds of the Middle Member.  He postulated the upper and 
lower members were deposited under the same conditis (LeFever et al 1991, p. 76).  McCabe, 
in 1959, also proposed a marine swamp for deposition of the upper and lower Bakken members.  
His theory, however, proposed that water circulation was restricted due to overgrowth of 
degraded plant material and other fine “organics.”  The Middle Member was also deposited in a 
swamp, but the swamp was drowned or flooded by local, “shallow marine clastics” (LeFever et al 
1991, p. 77).   
Finally, a major paper was published in 1961 and revised in 1962 by J. E. Christopher.  
He suggested that the shale was deposited due to restriction of free flowing water in a shallow sea 
due to sags and swells.  The middle sandstone deposition was in response to a southwestern 
tilting in the Saskatchewan part of Christopher’s study area with the detritus from the northeast 
and east (Christopher, 1962).  The current generally accepted depositional environment starts 
with the lower member, a black mudstone/shale.  Thelow r shale was most likely deposited in 
slowly circulating bottom water that led to an establishment of a stratified water column.  The 
anoxic bottom water contributed the extensive deposition of fine-grained, organic-rich black shale 
of both the upper and lower members.  Episodes of rising sea level coincided with deposition of 
the shales and submarine barriers helped reduce water circulation with the adjacent ocean basin 
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(Smith and Bustin, 1996).  Actual water depth during shale deposition has been debated since the 
mid-1950s. 
 
Adjacent Rock Bodies 
Below: Three Forks Formation 
 Below the Bakken Formation is the Three Forks Formation (Devonian).  It is 
conformable with the Bakken in the depocenter of the basin and is separated by unconformities 
around the basin’s margins.  It reaches a maximum thickness of about 250 feet (76 meters).  The 
Three Forks Formation is composed of an interbedded sequence of greenish gray and reddish 
brown shale, light brown to yellow-gray dolostones, gray to brown siltstones, and quartzose 
sandstone.  Locally there are minor amounts of anhydrite.  Included unofficially with the Three 












of coarse-grained siltstone to fine-grained quartz sandstone at the top of the Three Forks (J.A. 
LeFever et al 1991 p. 4).  The Three Forks was most likely deposited in environments that ranged 
from sublittoral to supralittoral while the “Sanish” was most likely deposited in a beach or 
nearshore marine deposit (LeFever, 1991 p. 5).   
 
Above: Lodgepole Member of the Madison Group 
Above the Bakken formation is the larger Madison Group, with the Lodgepole Member 
directly overlying the Bakken.  The Lodgepole reaches a maximum thickness of 900 feet (275 
meters) and is a dense, dark gray to brownish gray limestone and calcareous shale.  In some 
places there are minor amounts of chert and anhydrite.  Included in the Lodgepole is the “False 
Bakken” which occurs only in Billings, Dunn, McKenzie, and Mountrail Counties.  The False 
Bakken, much like the actual Bakken, is a thin, black shale and organic limestone that is 
separated from the Bakken by a medium gray to brownish-gray, dense, pelmatozoan limestone 
(J.A. LeFever et al 1991, p. 8).  A marine transgresion is thought to have returned normal marine 
circulation to the Williston Basin and deposited the Lodgepole Formation.  A marine regression 
then began during middle Lodgepole sedimentation and resulted in a massive progradation (J.A. 
LeFever et al 1991, p. 9).   
 
Production History 
In 1953, Stanolind Oil and Gas Corporation drill a well on the Antelope Anticline, 
discovering both oil and gas in the Bakken formation.  This well, the #1 Woodrow Starr (SW ¼, 
SE ¼, Sec 21, was drilled to a total depth of just over 12,400 feet.  Production began in December 
of that same year and 536 barrels of oil and 770 cubic feet of gas were produced per day.  
13 
 
Antelope Anticline was heavily drilled between the 1950s and 1960s, when 44 vertical wells were 
drilled.  The wells’ productivity was dependent on the network of fractures that occur naturally 
throughout the Bakken and Three Forks Formations.  These fractures provided a means of  
 












3300700690 8474 Buckhorn 8/3/1981 5/2010 192,064 238,369 2,593 
3300701140 12331 Roosevelt 4/25/1988  0 0 0 
3300701185 12748 Whitetail 12/31/1990  0 0 0 
3301300699 4508 Northeast 
Foothills 
10/28/1968  0 0 0 
3301300715 4958 Northeast 
Foothills 
10/5/1970 7/1992 124,373 707,235 35,171 
3301300864 8824 Minnesota 8/14/1981  0 0 0 
3301300867 8850 Rival 7/31/1981  0 0 0 
3301300877 9001 Wildcat 9/19/1981  0 0 0 
3302300489 16089 Whiteaker 5/6/2006 Active 38,027 55,470 42,872 
3302500003 607 Wildcat 10/3/1954  0 0 0 
3302500005 793 Wildcat 5/7/1955  0 0 0 
3302500017 2618 Wildcat 6/22/1960  0 0 0 
3302500232 8709 Moccasin 
Creek 
8/5/1982 7/1984 5,916 197 2,939 
3302500347 9707 Heart Butte 6/27/1984 6/1984 318 0 0 
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3302500447 12785 Big Gulch 9/25/1990 5/2012 7,092 3,739 1,833 
3302500597 16333 Bailey 1/4/2007 Active 280,945 179,631 48,735 
3302500612 16466 Willmen 2/24/2007  0 0 0 
3302500669 16798 Corral 
Creek 
12/29/2007 Active 192,011 163,948 18,787 
3305300026 527 Wildcat 9/4/1954  0 0 0 
3305300144 1202 Antelope 9/9/1956  0 0 0 
3305300203 1343 Antelope 7/18/1957  0 0 0 
3305300226 1405 Sand Creek 7/14/1965  0 0 0 
3305300295 1679 Sand Creek 4/13/1985  0 0 0 
3305300342 1858 Wildcat 8/7/1958  0 0 0 
3305302308 12772 Wildcat 4/9/1990 3/1991 0 485 0 
3305302806 16652 Blue Buttes 9/2/2007 Active 124,511 138,278 21,926 
3305302853 16985 Westburg 4/11/2008 Active 190,467 275,637 9,346 
3306100179 4113 Wildcat 10/1/1966  0 0 0 
3306100187 5088 Wildcat 10/20/1971  0 0 0 
3306100252 7851 Stanley 10/4/1991 4/1993 1,375 0 0 
3306100398 12807 Wildcat 5/15/1990 1/1991 658 964 0 
3306100495 16068 Sanish 4/16/2006 Active 147,728 121,145 40,249 
3306100520 16497 Parshall 6/24/2007 Active 372,757 147,428 28,485 
3306100535 16637 Parshall 10/20/2007 Active 328,984 109,327 37,617 
3306100571 16799 Parshall 3/5/2008 Active 82,133 21,901 132,184 
3306100587 16862 Wildcat 1/7/2008  0 0 0 
3307500873 8637 Wildcat 6/1/1981  0 0 0 
3310100260 8177 Wildcat 2/13/1981  0 0 0 
3310100273 8699 Wildcat 7/4/1981  0 0 0 




3310500667 4340 Hofflund 6/6/1968  0 0 0 
 
transportation for the oil to get to the wellbore (Nordent, 2010, p. 6 and Gerhard et al 
1982).  The well was plugged and abandoned after only an average of 172 barrels per day.  Most 
wells on the Antelope Anticline averaged approximately 217 barrels a day at the height of 
production.  The stratigraphy of the Antelope Anticline is very similar to the type section and the 
upper and lower members are nearly identical.  The Middle Member is a brownish-gray, silty 
limestone to calcareous siltstone averaging 37 – 45 feet thick.  Structurally, the anticline trends 
southeast asymmetrically with probable faulting along the northeastern limb (J.A. LeFever, 1991, 
p. 13).   
Though the Antelope Field was important, the 1960s and 1970s brought exploration 
outside the anticline.  The Elkhorn Ranch Field wasdiscovered in 1961 on the eastern flank of the 
Billings Anticline when Shell Oil drilled the Government 41X-5-1 well in Billings County 
(Nordeng, 2010, p. 6).  This well was discovered using eismic techniques and produced 50 
barrels of Bakken oil per day until 1964.  Further d velopment and exploration was not 
undertaken again until February of 1977.  This well produced for only three years but set a 
precedent for oil production that continued into the 1970s and early 1980s (Nordeng, 2010, p. 6).  
Drilling over structural highs where the upper Bakken was very thin or absent was spurred on by 
the idea that natural fractures were more prevalent in thinner beds (Nordeng, 2010, p. 7).  This 
method of drilling led to the important discovery on the Nesson Anticline.  Pan American 
Petroleum Corp. drilled the #1 B.E. Hove well on September 20, 1967 Hofflund field.  This well 
was also short-lived and produced for two years.  It had a cumulative production of 62,700 barrels 
of oil, but was plugged in 1969 due to a collapsed casing.  As a result of these many years of 
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exploration, the length of the Nesson is being produce .  Twenty fields produce from the Bakken 
and nine of those produce from only one well (J.A. LeFever, 1991, p. 14).   
Drilling methods changed again in 1987, when Meridian Oil drilled a horizontal well in 
March of 1986 that produced just over 200 barrels of oil per day.  The majority of horizontal 
drilling at the time was done along a trend known as the “Bakken Fairway.”  The Fairway is a 
band of sediment that trends northwest-southeast along the edge of the upper shale.  Horizontal 
drilling allowed Meridian to produce oil from Bakken shale that averaged 8 feet thick.  The well 
was finally completed in late 1987 at a depth of 10,737 feet (J.A. LeFever, 1991, p. 15).  Drilling 
along the Fairway continued to the late 1990s, peaking around 1992.  As of March 1990, 55 
horizontal wells produced oil from 18 separate fields along the Fairway.  Overall, horizontal 
drilling along the Fairway was a huge success, producing over 1.7 million barrels of oil by early 
1990.  By the early 2000s, drilling had all but stopped along this feature.   
Parshall Field, located in Mountrail County, became an important player in the oil boom 
in 2005.  That year, EOG Resources drilled a horizontal well and used hydraulic fracturing to 
stimulate the Middle Member’s oil production.  They r covered significant amounts of oil, with 
two wells producing more than 500 barrels of oil per day.  Today, Parshall Field has wells that 
produce well over 1,000 barrels of oil per day and the field as a whole produces around one 
million barrels of oil every month from 127 wells.  Over the years, the DMR (Department of 
Mineral Resources) has changed its estimates of recverable oil based on the technology of the 
day.  In 2008, the recoverable estimate was around 2.1 billion barrels for the Bakken Formation 
(Nordeng, 2010, p. 8-9).   
Production is generally limited to areas of the Bakken that are considered “thermally 
mature.”  Statistically, the best reservoirs occur where hydrocarbon generation has resulted in 
large-scale overpressuring.  The overpressuring produces micro-fractures in the Bakken and 
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surrounding formations and results in high oil recovery.  J.A. LeFever’s 1991 paper (History of 
Oil Production) estimated recoverable reserves for each section ranged from 150,000 to 420,000 






 Thin sections from eighteen wells were point-counted.  Some thin sections were made 
specifically for this study  Eight different characteristics were considered for point counting: 
calcite, crystalline dolomite, fossil evidence, micrite/micritic matrix, porosity (fracture and 
intragranular), pyrite, quartz silt, and any other grains, listed as “miscellaneous grains.”  Dry 
wells were paired with producing wells of comparable depth but in a different area in the basin.  
Points were recorded with a standard mechanical counter and a standard point counting stage was 
attached to a petrographic microscope.   
 
Petrographic Analysis 
Forty-one cores were described.  Thin sections were made from thirty-three wells.  Nine 
of those 33 wells have thin sections made specifically for the purpose of this study.  Each core 
chosen for thin section was slabbed, billeted, and given a facing indicator.  The billets were sent 
to Tulsa Sections, Inc to be thin sectioned and vacuum impregnated with blue epoxy to show pore 
space.  No cover slips were used and the thin sections are the standard size of 1 x 2 inches and 30 
microns thick.  The slides were stained for calcite, ferroan calcite, dolomite, ferroan dolomite, 
rhodochrosite, and aragonite.  Additionally, the slides were prepared for epifluorescence.  
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Petrographic analysis was the main method of investigation (Nesse, 2004), but geologic 
analysis of core and use of a reflected light micros ope supplemented thin section analysis.  
Petrographic analysis was conducted in the Wilson M. Laird Core and Sample Library on 
the campus of the University of North Dakota.  An Olympus BX41 petrographic microscope with 
four standard magnifications at 2x, 4x, 10x, and 20x was used.  A standard polarizing lens was 
used for polarized-light photomicrographs.  Photomicrographs were taken using SpotBASIC 
provided by the NDGS at the sample library (Diagnostic Instruments, 2012).  Each thin section 
was photographed in plane and cross-polarized light at each magnification to obtain a full view of 
all the features of each slide.  In order to differentiate pyrite from residual hydrocarbons or 
accidental inclusions (dirt, hair, etc), thin sections were also looked at under a reflected light 
scope at 36x magnification.  Photomicrographs were tak n using StreamStart and given a 
different set of names from their related thin section photomicrographs (Olympus, 2010).  If 
evidence of pyrite was confirmed using the reflected light method, the corresponding core was 
pulled and reanalyzed to find the extent of the pyrite on a larger scale.  To determine if any 
residual hydrocarbons were left after the thin sectioning process, the same hand-held UV light 
used on the core was used on the thin sections.  Thin sections were spread on a white surface for 
maximum contrast, but no evidence of hydrocarbons wa  found.   
 
Core Analysis 
Analysis was conducted on 41 cores provided by the Wilson M. Laird Core and Sample 
Library on the UND campus.  The cores were chosen based on geographic location within the 
basin and availability.  A mix of dry and producing wells were chosen to compare and note 
differences and similarities between cores.  Twenty-six wells are dry holes and 15 are producing 
wells.  Cores from producing wells were more difficult to obtain and so there are fewer of them.  
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Producing wells were chosen based on geographic location, range of production values, and 
availability for thin section.  The wells range in cumulative production from well 9707 at 318 
barrels to well 16798 at over 134,000 barrels (www.dmr.nd.gov/oilgas).  The core was cut in 
large slabs or rocker slabs and boxed in three foot sections.  Photographs of the core, both wet (to 
emphasize fracture patterns) and dry, are provided by and available on the North Dakota 
Geological Survey website.  A reflected light microsc pe and hand lens were used to detect minor 
changes in fabric and other details too small to be bserved with the naked eye.  Dilute 
hydrochloric acid was used to locate areas of carbonates and other calcite-rich minerals.  
Ultraviolet light was used on core to show evidence of residual hydrocarbons, but most had been 
compromised by the diluted acid or had evaporated.   
Well logs were retrieved, viewed, and labeled on LogSleuth (M.J. Systems, 2004) also 
provided by the North Dakota Geological Survey (NDGS).  The Bakken cap tops were picked on 
approximately 3,000 wells from North Dakota and used to plot isopach maps using Surfer 9.  Just 
over 1,300 wells from Montana were added the existing North Dakota data, and all were imported 
to PETRA (geoPLUS, 2000) to create cross sections of the Bakken along the major structural 
features, such as the Nesson and Antelope Anticlines.  Altogether, 4,204 wells comprised the data 
used to make isopach maps for each Bakken member and general contour maps of the extent of 
the Williston Basin.  Surfer (versions 8, 9, and 10) was utilized for map making, including 
contour maps and individual isopach maps for each Bakken member (Golden Software, 2002) 
(See also Tearpock, 1991 for subsurface mapping procedures).  Constructing isopach maps gave 







Table 2: Mineral percentages from point counted thin sections 
NDIC 
File # 
Calcite Dolomite Fossils Micrite Porosity Pyrite Quartz Misc 
Gr. 
16652-P 23.8% 36.7% 0.4% 11.4% 1.6% 4.2% 22.7% 0.1% 
16798-P 29.4% 31.6% 0.4% 12.2% 1.5% 6.8% 18.6% 0% 
16089-P 12.6% 40.4% 0% 17.9% 2.4% 6.3% 14.9% 0% 
8709-P 29.1% 31.3% 0.4% 10.9% 0.5% 7.8% 20.1% 0% 
12807-P 23.8% 41.3% 0.3% 11.8% 1% 5.5% 16.5% 0% 
16985-P 16.2% 42.3% 0.07% 18% 1.1% 5.1% 17.2% 0% 
12785-P 28.3% 36.5% 0.2% 9.8% 0.7% 7.2% 17.2% 0.2% 








29.8% 25.4% 0.8% 26.8% 0.3% 11.4% 5.4% 0.2% 
12748-
D 
15% 39.5% 0.4% 33% 1% 10% 16.3% 0.2% 
16862-
D 
12% 42.7% 0.3% 36.3% 0.2% 5% 3.5% 0% 
9001-D 15% 49.5% 0.3% 21% 3% 3.5% 7.8 1.3% 
8824-D 11.8% 37% 0.1% 30.8% 2.1% 4.6% 13.4% 0.2% 
607-D 22.5% 28.3% 0.6% 31% 1% 6% 10.5% 0.1% 
2618-D 18.4% 38.3% 0% 25.3%                                                                                        0.7% 7% 10.3% 0%
527-D 3.8% 31.8% 0.2% 32.6% 0.6% 12.4% 18.6% 0% 
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Results have been compiled from core analysis, thin section, and point counting.  Key indicators 
of diagenesis were the formation of new minerals, the recrystallization and distribution of 
minerals (Larsen and Chilingar, 1979).  Compaction was also considered a key indicator of 
changes to the rock on a larger scale and was observed in core rather than in thin section.  Eight 
different diagenetic characteristics were analyzed in thin section.   
 
Calcite 
 Five of the nine producing wells contained a much higher percentage of crystalline 
calcite than comparable dry wells.  Calcite percentage was as low as 12.6% and as high as 32% in 
producing wells.  The dry wells were similar with a range of 11.8% to 29.8%.  There is one 
outlier of 3.8% in the dry well data, but this seems to be an anomaly as it is the only well with 
such a low percentage.  The differences in composition are accompanied by differences in crystal 
habit and diagenetic timing.   
 Calcite has several distinct forms in the Middle Mmber.  Some calcite takes on a 
fibrous, wavy appearance (Figure 5) while the majority is the more common crystalline form with 
occasional twinning.  An abundance of calcite cement in a diagenetically active area is common, 
especially in sandstones and related rocks (Blatt, 1979).  In some areas, calcite has been replaced 
by dolomite rhombohedra in the cement and in fossils.  The well, 9001, also does not contain any 
of the previously mentioned fibrous calcite.  In comparison, well 16466, which is dry, has 
crystalline calcite within a dolomitic matrix.  This calcite has poorly defined margins with the 
surrounding sediment and formed later in the depositional process, following the growth of nearly 
complete dolomite rhombohedra.  Like the producing well, it has poor crystal structure and shows 
no typical prismatic cleavage.  Well 9001 presents a good example of the fibrous calcite 
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described previously.  It exhibits parallel extincton as it is rotated and in this case formed early in 
the well’s diagenetic history.   
 
Dolomite 
 The crystalline dolomite was equally abundant in dry and producing wells and thin 
sections from dry wells were less than 50% crystalline dolomite, from 25.4% to 49.5%.  Rocks 
with a percentage of 10 – 50% dolomite are classified as dolomitic limestone (MacKenzie and 
Adam, 1994).  Producing wells have a slightly higher p rcentage, from 31.3% to 42.3% and have 
enough dolomite to be classified as dolomitic limestone.  Dolomite occurs as euhedral 
rhombohedra or as subangular grains.  It can revert to a microcrystalline matrix in later stages of 
diagenesis (MacKenzie, 1994, p. 138).  In some cases, th  dolomite preceded the formation of 
calcite.  Well 9001 has fully formed dolomite rhombohedra extending well into the void-filling 
calcite (Figure 6).  The dolomite on all margins of the large voids in this well shows evidence of 
rhombohedra.  In producing wells, such as 16985, dolomite is less well-formed and has fewer 
rhombohedra.  The rhombs that are present are abraded and often formed only one, easily 
recognized crystal face.  Most dolomite grains are rounded, elongate, and gray in plane-polar 
light.  The condition of the dolomite crystals in producing wells indicates that crystalline 
dolomite formed later in the diagenetic process, with little room to allow for full crystal growth.   
 
Fossil Evidence 
 Fossils in core range in size from 5 mm to upwards of 3cm.  Larger fossils are rare and 





























Figure 6. Dolomite rhombohedra (marked by arrow) in th  section from well 9001. Scale represents width of 




shells are present.  There appears to be no correlation between the percentage of fossil fragments 
in thin section and the first occurrence in core of related macrofossils.  Lack of correlation may be 
attributed to small sample size, small geographic distribution of samples, or even lack of 
preservation of fossils.  The edges of the basin have a lower percentage of fossils.  Lower fossil 
percentages are due to shallower water and higher energy at the edges of the basin, thus allowing 
for shells to be broken and transported to deeper parts of the basin.  These shallower areas are 
near the remnants of shorelines in the Cretaceous and ranged in depth from 10 to 200 meters (~33 
– 656 feet) which is considered offshore Hanneman et l 2010).  The upper shoreface deposits 
were in water less than 10 meters deep (Smith and Bustin, 1996, p. 495).(See also Feldmann, 
1972)  Deeper parts of the basin do not necessarily always have a higher percentage of fossils.  
Dry wells, on average, have a lower percentage of preserved fossils than producing wells.   
 Fossils were found in approximately 50% of the thin sections analyzed.  Fossil 
identification was divided into two broad categories: slides with fossils that were too abraded to 
specifically identify and slides with fossils that were well-preserved and identifiable.  
Approximately 68% of the slides containing fossils were in the first category, with too much 
abrasion or dissolution to identify fossil specimens.  Calcite stain was used to distinguish fossil 
remains from other crystalline structures in these slides.  The remaining 32% of the fossiliferous 
slides contained fossils that were well-preserved and easy to identify.  Fossil fragments include 
bryozoans, gastropods, brachiopod shells and spines, crinoids, echinoid spines, ostracodes, and 
various types of common mollusks.  No clear correlation was identified after point counting was 
completed on both dry and producing wells.  Fossil percentages never reached more than 1% of 
the total grains.  Fossil percentages ranged from zero up to 0.8% in dry wells.  Producing wells 
were similar, ranging from zero to just over 0.4%. 
 Some fossils and fossil fragments are partially replaced or recrystallized.  Dolomite is the 
most common replacement mineral and is observed most frequently in large shell fragments.  
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Crinoid columnals and brachiopod shell fragments are the most commonly replaced fossil.  
Ostracodes are the most common fossil filled with micritic matrix and at times also have a darker 
clay envelope.  Both echinoid and brachiopod spines show distinct lobed structures within the 
crystalline dolomite.  Crinoid columns are hollow in the center and show no other structure.  
Dissolution of fossils was late in diagenetic history.  Most fossils were visible only in thin section 
due to both their minute size and muddy matrix coat.  (Figures 7 and 8).  In core, only large 
gastropod and brachiopod shells were visible with the unaided eye or hand lens.   
 
Micritic Matrix 
 Dry wells have a much higher percentage of micrite than producing wells in every well 
that was used in point counting.  Micrite percentages range from 21% to 36.3% in dry wells.  
Micrite ranges from 7.8% to 17.9% in producing wells.  In core, micrite occurs as in thin, 
horizontal to subhorizontal laminae on a millimeter scale.  Soft sediment deformation is prevalent 
as well, appearing as mottled light and dark sediment with flame structures and rip-up clasts.   
Both laminae and mottling were subjected to compaction, creating small patches of fine-
grained sediment within coarser grained, adjacent sdiment.  Core from both producing and dry 
wells was muddy in hand sample, especially when wet.  In hin section, core from well 12748 is a 
good example of a well containing large percentages of micritic matrix in isolated, banded areas 
and lenticular lenses.  In wells where micrite is evenly distributed, the micrite matrix separates 
larger grains of quartz, calcite, dolomite, and fossil clasts from each other.  These wells contain 
sparse micrites to fossiliferous, or biomicrites, as in well 16862.  The micrite ranges from various 
shades of gray (light gray to very dark gray) to a range of browns (light brown/tan to very dark 












Figure 7.  Fossils and fossil fragments in thin section well 9707. Fossils include A) crinoid columns, B) ostracodes, C) 


















All micrite is fine to very fine grained and most i dolomite.  Prevalence of micrite may be 
attributed to its formation.  Some micrite matrix has a peloidal structure (Figure 11) and may be 
composed of a random aggregate of cryptocrystalline with no defined origin (Bathurst, 1975).   
 
Porosity 
Most porosity is secondary in rock bodies that have undergone diagenesis.  This porosity 
manifests in the form of dissolution of detrital grains and authigenic cements or replacements.  
Secondary porosity can be recognized by pores the size and shape of detrital grains or fossils or 
partially dissolved grains (Hayes, 1979)  (See alsoMo re, 2001).  Replacement of fossils was 
discussed previously under the heading “Fossils.”  Both intragranular and fracture porosity must 
be considered when working with overall porosity within the Bakken.  Most wells have open and 
healed fractures.  In wells with open fracturing in thin section, the fractures and their related 
features begin deeper within the basin than other diagenetic features.  Wells with no open 
fractures are all in the shallow part of the basin along the northeast margin.  The highest 
percentage of porosity measured in thin section is i  the northern-most section of the basin in a 
dry well (Figure 12). 
Of the 188 thin sections analyzed, approximately 55% (103 thin sections) showed 
evidence of fracturing, either primary or secondary (both producing and dry wells).  The 
remaining 45% (85 thin sections) had no evidence of fractures or were too poorly preserved to 
show fracturing.  Approximately 90%, or 93 slides, of the fractured rock presented horizontal 
fracture patterns.  This includes both primary and secondary fractures.  The remaining 10% of the 
slides showed evidence of vertical fracture patterns of both primary and secondary origin.  












Figure 9. Rock with a high percentage of micritic matrix in thin section from well 12748. Depth: 11,065 feet. 














epoxy and lack of internal structure (Figure 13).  Secondary fracturing accounts for 
approximately 62% of the observed fractures.  Primary fr ctures are healed, most commonly by 
crystalline dolomite.  Though fracturing is prevalent in more than half of the wells, porosity is 
extremely low.  In dry wells, the porosity did not exceed 3% and was as low as 0.3%.  This 
porosity estimate includes both intragranular and fracture porosity.  Producing wells are similar, 
with porosity measurements ranging from 0.5% to 2.4%.   
In order to categorize fractures more specifically, fracturing in core was defined as 
fractures that were healed rather than open or simply offset.  Any open fractures could have 
resulted from the coring process, or damage in transportation of the core.  The sixteen producing 
wells had a total of 66 healed fractures in core.  About 94% of the producing wells had fracturing; 
only one well, well 16652, had no notable healed fractures in core.  Producing wells had up to 
eleven separate occurrences of healed fracturing in the Middle Member.  Dry wells have a 
significantly lower occurrence of healed fractures, with only 61% of the twenty-seven dry wells 
containing evidence of healed fractures.  Most wells had one to five fractures on average while 
well 1405 had ten distinct areas with healed fractures (Figure 14).  There may have been as many 
as three distinct generations of fracturing, but it is difficult to determine for sure as very few of 
the fractures are related to each other or are crossing each other. 
 
Pyrite 
Cores where the first occurrence of pyrite is shallowest (highest recorded occurrence of 
pyrite within a Middle Member core) contain the lowest average percentage of pyrite in thin 
section.  Cores where the first occurrence of pyrite is deepest have higher percentages of pyrite in 






















Figure 12. Intragranular porosity illustrated with blue epoxy in thin section from well 9001. Depth: 7,394 feet. 













Figure 13. Open, or secondary, fracturing in thin section from well 7851. Depth: 9,391.6 feet. Magnificat on: 2x. Plane-














and lenticular crystals of pyrite spanning the width of the core.  The pyrite exhibits its normal 
cubic form (Figure 15).  During the diagenetic process, fluid is expelled from the pore spaces 
during the compaction process.  This fluid contains the principal reactants involved in pyrite 
formation, iron, oxygen, and sulfur.  This saturated, jected fluid would lead to formation of 
globular, lenticular, and generally irregular pyrite crystals (Larsen and Chilingar, 1979).  (Figure 
16).  Pyrite coloration ranges from light yellow to orange in deeper wells.  In shallow wells, the 
pyrite is more oxidized and has a dark yellow to gray tarnish.  It is unknown if this is due to 
exposure after coring.  Every well in this study contained at least one occurrence of pyrite in core.   
 In dry wells, pyrite percentages vary widely, from as low as 3.5% to as high as 12.4%.  
Of the sixteen wells point counted, four dry wells have a much higher percentage of pyrite than 
their producing counterparts.  All of the producing wells fall within a narrow range of values.  All 
wells had between 4% and 8% pyrite.  (See Table 1).  Pyrite in the Middle Member is visible in 
core, even in thin section, to the naked eye.  It ranges in color from light brassy-yellow to dark 
yellow or orange and has a metallic luster.  It rarely exhibits typical cubic or pyritohedral crystal 
structure, and is commonly circular or globular.  When pyrite is deposited as detritus, euhedral 
crystals are rare.  In sedimentary rocks, pyrite usually forms globular to irregular aggregates, 
clusters or isolated globules (Prothero et al 1996, p. 304).  In core, pyrite is up to 10 cm long as 
fracture fill and 5 cm long in globular form.  Core 8850 has a vertical to subvertical, pyrite-filled 
fracture.  In most cores, the Middle Member nearest the contact with the lower shale has the 
highest concentration of pyrite.  In thin section, pyrite exhibits a square or rectangular shape, as 
seen in well 16985.  There were multiple stages of authigenic pyrite growth, possibly from 
bacterial activity within the sediment at the time of deposition.  Figure 16 shows several stages of 












Figure 15. Pyrite crystal exhibiting cubic cleavage (y llow arrow). Width of cube is 26µm. Depth: 11,258 feet. 









Figure 16. Various stages of pyrite formation in thin section from well 16985. Width of marked clast is 218µm. Depth: 






 On average, quartz percentages were significantly lower in dry wells than in producing 
wells.  The Middle Member in dry wells contains anywhere from 3.5% quartz to as much as 
18.6% quartz.  In producing wells, the Middle Member contained 15% to as much as 22.7% 
quartz silt.  Quartz in producing wells can be four times as abundant as in a comparable dry well.  
Grains in dry wells are angular and square.  They have few or no pits on the surface and rarely 
have cracks.  Triangular-shaped grains are also common.  Rounded grains are present but are not 
the most common type of grains.  In producing wells, grains are more rounded and have 
extremely weathered margins that can be difficult to clearly distinguish.  No overgrowths were 
found on any grains and the surfaces are pitted and worn.  In thin section, the quartz is clear to 
milky white in plane polar light and can be translucent yellow to light orange interference colors 
due to their abraded and polished surfaces.  There may have been significant reworking 
throughout the entire Middle Member as evidenced by the varying cross-cutting relationships 
with the other diagenetic features (Figure 17).   
 
Miscellaneous Grains 
 Any grains other than those previously mentioned wre included in this category.  The 
percentage of miscellaneous grains is negligible, with most wells with less than 1% of the grains 
in the thin section unaccounted for.  In dry wells, grains other than the previously listed are more 
common.  Well 9001 had the highest percentage, with 1.3%.  Well 16466 has isolated anhydrite 
crystals characterized by its third order interference colors and heavily eroded margins (Winchell, 
1951).  These grains are most likely detrital, as they are isolated and heavily abraded.  












Figure 17. Rounded quartz grains (marked by arrow) in thin section from well 12807. Scale represents width of marked 















dolomite grains included within the evaporite (Figure 18).  Well 12748 also showed evidence of 
evaporites.  Chalcedony is prevalent in well 3007 as p rt of a fracture fill (Figure 19).  The quartz 
has the characteristic undulating extinction and typical interference colors of cryptocrystalline 
quartz.  Other wells in this study contained small percentages of various micas (normally 
muscovite) and other unidentifiable grains from outside sources.  Producing wells are similar to 
dry wells in their amount of other types of grains or rock fragments.  They range from 0 to 0.2% 
of the composition.   
 
Compaction 
Compaction is most obvious in Bakken Formation core samples in every well used in this 
study.  Various stages of the dewatering process are evident throughout the Middle Member, from 
the earliest stages of dish structures to fully-formed dish and pillow structures.  Most cores have 
small (3-5mm in length), horizontal, concave lenses that may have resulted from dewatering.  
These lenses are more concentrated lower in core thugh they are present throughout.  Lenses are 
usually composed of the same sediment found in the cor  but darker in color.  They occur most 
commonly within the bottom third to bottom quarter of the core because that is where the greatest 
compaction has taken place and therefore, the largest percentage of dewatering.  Upper parts of 
the core may have lenses, but they are less distinct and fewer in number.  Every well showed 
signs of dewatering in various stages and all wells had lens structures.  Thirteen of fourteen 
producing wells had first occurrences of lensing betwe n 8,900 and 11,400 feet.  Eight of those 
wells were in the deepest part of the basin.  Dry wells had a very large spread and first 
occurrences were seen from the deepest part of the basin up to the shallow margins at 6,400 feet 
deep.  In cross-section, the pattern of dewatering structures follows the lower shale and the Three 











Figure 19. Chalcedony-filled fracture with unidentified crystalline center in thin section from well 3007. Depth: 9,415 















 The Bakken exhibits typical soft-sediment deformation and soft sediment structures such 
as flame structures, load structures, cross-bedding, and rip-up clasts.  These structures are most 
noticeable in core where there is a drastic difference in sediment color.  Trough-cross bedding is 
extremely common and may continue for great distances between cores (Prothero and Schwab, 
1999).  Cross-bedding is found in both dry and producing wells but shows no pattern in cross-
bedding direction from the core available.  Cross-bedding may be present in locations close to the 
well.  Wells 527, 1405, 5088, 8637, 16068, 16089, 16333, 16798, and 16862 have the most 
distinct and easily recognized trough-cross beds (Boggs, 2004, p. 87-90).   
 Several wells also have small-scale faults or offset beds that are visible in core sample.  
Offset is less than six inches and is vertical to subvertical.  Wells 5088, 8699, 16068, 16098, 
16333, 16497, 16799, and 16862 all have minor faulting.  Laminae that are normally horizontal 
or subhorizontal are the primary indicator for faulting, though fractured grains and fossil shells 
show faulting as well.  This can be seen in the lamin e in thin section as well.  In well 7851, a 
wide view (2x magnification) of a thin section in plane polar light shows the fine laminae offset 
by just a fraction of a millimeter (Figure 21). 
 Storm evidence (tempestites) is difficult to discern from bioturbated sediment but is 
present in the Bakken.  Tempestites have a low potential for preservation due to the infrequency 
of storms and the susceptibility to other disturbing factors (Angulo, 2011, p. 57).  Storm rip-up 
clasts are present in both core and thin section (Figure 22).  The clasts range from shale clasts, 
either upper or lower shale members, to various carbonate clasts or clastics.  The clasts are both 
rounded and angular and occur throughout the Middle Member with no discernible pattern in 






















Figure 22. Storm rip-up shale clast in thin section fr m well 16089. Length of scale is width of clast t maximum 





Storm evidence is also seen in core as laminae and “poorly defined bands” that normally have a 
higher sand content than the layers above or below (Angulo, 2011, p.57).  Well 12772 is a good 
example of well-defined clasts in core (Scholle, 1978, 2003). 
 
Burrows 
 The Middle Member is extensively bioturbated with burrows (horizontal and vertical) 
throughout the entire member (Figure 23).  Various st dies have identified as many as ten 
different species of burrowing invertebrates.  These burrows occur in most middle Bakken 
environments, from upper and lower offshore environme ts.  Burrows have distinct branching 
structures that can be easily seen in core.  The burrows are rounded or branched and can be either 
horizontal or vertical  (Angulo, 2011).  They are most easily identified in thin section, with two 
distinct sizes of sediment between the burrow-fill and the surrounding rock.  In core, burrows can 
be identified by their distinct branching structure.  The burrows are rounded or branched and can 
be either horizontal or vertical  (Angulo, 2011).   
 
Residual Hydrocarbons 
 All thin sections were exposed to hand-held ultraviolet light to find evidence of any 
residual hydrocarbons.  No thin sections showed evience of hydrocarbons under the ultraviolet 
light.  This does not necessarily mean that no hydrocarbons were present, just that they were 
undetectable with such methods.  The majority of slide  had a cover slip which obscured small 












Figure 23. Horizontal burrows (marked by arrow) in soft sediment in thin section from well 9707. Depth: 10,415 feet. 
Magnification: 2x. Cross-polar light.  
 
 The ultraviolet light was also used with core.  In core, the shale from the upper and lower 
members fluoresced the most and showed evidence of oil running down the face of the core 
possibly from the original coring process.  The Middle Member, however, showed little to no 







 Fourteen cross-sections were constructed using PETRA with “beds” of pyrite, lensing 
structures, and fossils inserted to represent theirotal thickness within the Middle Member.  The 
cross section data was imported directly from tops picked from the logs provided by the NDGS.  
Some log-based tops were slightly above or below the actual top in core and had to be adjusted.  
This prevented an attribute “bed” from being above r below the Middle Member in which it was 
contained.  The cross sections show how the diagenetic trait “beds” fit within the Bakken Middle 
Member.  North-south oriented cross-sections and east-west oriented cross-sections showed 
similar trends.  The shallowest occurrence (or first occurrence) of a trait was picked as the top and 
the deepest occurrence (or last occurrence) was picked as the bottom of the trait “bed.”  Lensing 
structures and pyrite have similar trends in the basin- both thicken towards the northwestern 
corner of North Dakota.  Lensing structures and fossils also have a correlation, but it is negative.  
In most wells with thick “beds” of lensing structures, fossils “beds” are significantly thinner than 
in wells with thin “beds” of lensing structures.  Pyrite and fossil “beds” share few common 
characteristics.  There appears to be little to no correlation between the thickness of “beds” of 
pyrite and the thickness of “beds” of fossils in the North Dakota portion of the Williston Basin.  
The overall thickness of the Middle Member does not appear to be related to the thickness of the 





In 1979, Hayes completed a study on diagenesis in sandstones, including a section on 
mechanical compaction and its diagenetic effect on porosity.  The study found that compaction 
related to overburden pressure reduces the original porosity of the rock by way of plastic 
deformation.  Alteration of softer minerals, such as micas, takes place at this stage, creating 
opaque fine-grained carbonate muds and hydrous clay minerals.  This can be applied to the 
paragenetic sequence seen in the Bakken Middle Member, which ranges from a micrite to a dirty 
sandstone in some areas (Hayes, 1979).   
The sequence of events can be estimated from the cross- utting relationships of the 
elements described in this study.  Eogenesis, which oc urs at or near the water-sediment interface 
(Armenteros, 2010), began with bioturbation, seen in burrows, tracks, and trails in thin section.  
Cementation and replacement characterize the second major step and are defined by formation of 
pyrite and precipitation of calcite and dolomite cements.  Mesogenesis includes late stages of 
diagenesis which are: physical compaction, secondary cementation, and mineral replacement.  
Compaction is a feature which occurs late in diagenesis due to the need for enough overburden to 
increase the tightness of grain packing and significant loss of porosity (Boggs, 2006).  Physical 
compaction is evident in core and is characterized by tight grain packing, porosity reduction, and 
bed thinning.  Compaction structures, flame structures and load structures, are most evident in 
wells where there is a distinct color change in the sediment.  Secondary cementation brings with 
it reduction in pore space as well as new cements overlapping previously precipitated cements.  
Mineral replacement is the final step in the Bakken Formation’s mesogenesis process.  Clay 
matrix and some silicate grains are replaced in this process.  In the Bakken Middle Member, the 
replacing minerals are often late stages of pyrites, probably from pore waters forced from 





 Calcite percentage is higher in most producing wells than it is in most dry wells.  This 
may be due to increased fluid flow through producing wells or differing water chemistry from 
wells that fail to produce hydrocarbons.  Initial ccite formation occurred during late-stage 
eogenesis and was more pronounced in wells that have produced hydrocarbons.  Wells that have 
produced little or no hydrocarbons must have been in areas where late-stage eogenesis was 
limited or nonexistent.  There appears to be no correlation or pattern to the form the calcite takes 
between dry and producing wells.  Fibrous versus cry talline calcite was in both types of wells 
and at varying depths.   
Dry wells show a higher percentage of micrite/micriti  matrix on average compared to 
producing wells.  The high percentage of crystalline dolomite implies that the well may have been 
almost exclusively crystalline dolomite, with little micrite.  The micrite was dolomite-based (did 
not take stain), as the dolomite has reverted to its very fine-grained state during the 
recrystallization stage of eogenesis and mineral replac ment stage of mesogenesis.  This 
conversion from a crystalline to a muddy composition has caused the well to be either dry or 
economically unfeasible.  This may be due to the eff cts of recrystallization from coarser grained 
rock to finer grained rock.  The recrystallizing process could block previously open fractures, 
alter primary and secondary porosity, and alter the framework of the reservoir.  In producing 
wells with lower percentages of micrite/micritic matrix, mineral replacement during mesogenesis 
was less extensive or did not occur.  Economically viable wells contain less than 20% micrite in 
its core.   
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Crystalline dolomite is very similar in both producing and dry wells.  They both have 
dolomite rhombohedra and the dolomite occurs in similar percentages in both types of wells.  
This may indicate that dolomite has a null effect on well productivity.  Dolomite is formed as one 
of the stages during eogenesis and the effects of other stages of eogenesis may eclipse those of 
dolomite or dolomitic cement.   
Fossils and trace fossils (burrows) are less than 1% of the total composition of the Middle 
Member.  They are in such small proportions as compared to other diagenetic attributes that any 
effects may be overshadowed.  It is possible that after fossils have been subjected to dissolution 
or replacement, they may contribute secondary porosity.   
Of all the diagenetic factors affecting production, micrite is the most important.  Dry 
wells have significantly larger percentages of micritic matrix than producing wells.  Due to the 
pervasive nature of the micrite throughout the entir  Middle Member, it is considered the most 
important factor in determining whether or not a well ill be economically successful.  Late stage 
diagenesis causes too much degradation of coarse grained minerals and rocks with a minimum of 
20% micrite composition become dry.   
Producing wells tend to have a higher porosity than dry wells (as expected) but that 
porosity is almost exclusively fracture porosity.  Fractures filled with crystalline cements such as 
calcite or dolomite were most likely filled during the cementation stage of mesogenesis.  A 
producing well has more fluid flow throughout its diagenetic history, leading to more major 
fractures filling with water-soluble minerals.  The large number of remaining open fractures 
would still provide an avenue for fluids to migrate cross the basin and for hydrocarbons to be 
extracted.  There is very little intragranular porosity, also due to the cementation stage, in all 
wells.  Average measured porosities obtained from cre analyses show porosity in the Bakken to 
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be less than 4% on average.  In thin section and in core analysis, intragranular porosity is spotty 
and formed in isolated zones within the rock.   
Euhedral pyrite crystals are rare and approximately 90% of the pyrite exhibits no crystal 
habit.  Closer inspection of the location of the pyrite reveals that the crystals follow the pattern of 
the dewatering structures seen in core.  The rounded and elongate crystals mimic the elongate, 
lens shaped structures formed when compaction squeezed pore waters from the sediments.  All 
the producing wells in this study occur within a “window” of pyrite percentage- between 4% and 
8%.  It is unknown what this means as far as predicting a producing well in the Bakken or if it 
even has an effect on production.  A larger sample siz  from the basin would eliminate small 
trends in the data and show a larger, wider trend across the entire basin.   
Taking all of these separate diagenetic features in consideration, there may be a distinct 
correlation between some of the features and a goodproducing well.  Producing wells undergo 
more extensive recrystallization and replacement than dry wells.  Rocks from producing wells are 
composed of approximately 8-18% micrite while dry wells consistently have more than 20% 
micrite.  The lower micrite percentage combined with a higher percentage of quartz silt may 
provide enough of a framework to facilitate oil migration and storage.  The amount of calcite is 
relatively similar in both producing and dry wells, and may play little or no role in production 
capability.  Pyrite percentage within producing wells is within a narrow range (4-8%) and may 
reflect differences in water chemistry, but it is unknown at this time whether or not this affects oil 
production.  Fossils and miscellaneous grains are such a small percentage of the rock composition 
that it is assumed they play no role in the diagenetic effect on production.  They may merely be a 







This study has opened several avenues of study for the Bakken Formation that have 
previously been little explored.  Using petrography as the primary mode of investigation, eight 
different diagenetic characteristics have been analyzed on microscopic levels.  The variation of 
these diagenetic traits – calcite, dolomite, fossils, micrite, porosity, pyrite, quartz, and 
miscellaneous grains – all contribute to the production potential of every well drilled in the 
Bakken Formation in the Williston Basin.  Recognizig patterns within each trait and the 
interactions of the traits with each other may lead to better exploration techniques and a higher 
producing-to-dry well ratio.   
Several points are highlighted as the most important esults in this study.  First is the 
major difference in the percentage of micritic matrix between producing wells and dry wells.  Dry 
wells’ maximum micrite percentage, approximately 36%, is twice what the producing wells have 
(about 18%).  This substantial difference is not only directly correlated with the extent of 
diagenesis in the wells, but also with the productivity of each well.  This is the largest difference 
in all the characteristics that were measured and therefore probably has the largest impact.   
Second porosity is an extremely important diagenetic factor.  Though porosity is 
relatively low, the Middle Member (reservoir) has become one of the most productive rock 
bodies in North America.  It is the first large, unco ventional resource play in USA to be 
commercially produced.  This comes from the combinatio  of both fracture and intragranular 
porosity.  Based on the extensive network of healed fractures, fluid is constantly flowing at one 
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time or another throughout the Bakken Formation.  This network allows for flow when 
intragranular porosity is cut off due to the formation of pore-filling cements and micritic matrix.  
The third characteristic is the most puzzling in that its relative importance is unknown at this 
time.  The relatively small geochemical eh-pH window in which pyrite forms in producing wells 
is limited to between 4% and 8%, while dry wells vary widely in their total pyrite percentage.  
This may indicate some pattern in the water chemistry or a previous pattern in fluid flow that 
occurred earlier in the diagenetic process.   
The amount of quartz is another diagenetic feature that is significantly different from well 
to well, but once again it is unknown what the ramifications of this are and how they affect well 
production.  Dry wells have significantly lower perc ntages of quartz silt than producing wells, 
which may compromise the framework of the rock.  This would allow for less intragranular space 
and lower total porosity of the rock.   
The combination of the characteristics just described all appear to be related to 
production potential of a well.  The increase in quartz and a decrease in micritic matrix creates a 
stable reservoir.  Follow-up studies to this should include a significantly larger number of wells 
with in the Middle Member of the Bakken Formation.  Additional point counts would increase the 
accuracy of data trends.  These larger trends (developed from additional study) could be 
extrapolated to the rest of the basin. 
 
Future Projects 
This study touches on several opportunities for future studies in the Middle Member.  A 
larger and more extensive sample of thin sections would bring more clarity to the pattern the 
pyrite exhibits in this limited sample.  A larger sample may show different results and answer the 
question of pyrite’s effect on diagenesis and oil production.  The effectiveness of quartz silt as a 
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framework and the percentages of silt within wells would be more effectively shown with a large 
number of wells and thin sections. 
Additional information about the history of the Bakken Formation members may be 
gained through the study of the produced (waste) water from the wells. A project focused on the 
aqueous chemistry of Bakken member fluids would provide further data. The effect the amount of 
water brought from each producing well has on diagenetic traits and, possibly, production.  This 
was not discussed in this study due to the limited number of wells (Table 2).  A larger sample that 
includes tests for water chemistry and content would be ideal for determining patterns in water 
migration and their involvement in production of oil.  It would also determine the importance, if 
any, of the chemistry of the water, salt content, dissolved minerals, etc,, and their effect on 
diagenesis.   
Finally, a project that involved distinguishing differences in intragranular and fracture 
porosity would shed light on the actually porosity and permeability of the Middle Member.  Both 
intragranular and fracture porosity are subject to mineralization and becoming narrower, reducing 
the available porosity.  Careful analysis would provide insight into which type of porosity is more 
desirable, available, and usable for successful wells.  Additionally, determining the direction of 
fracture patterns and the extent of their connectedness would provide more important information 
for proper placement of potentially successful wells.  This study should focus on wells that have 
not been artificially fractured by drilling as that would skew any results from the natural fractures 

































Appendix A: Core Descriptions 
 This appendix lists all of the wells that had core described and analyzed for the purpose 
of this study.  The data are listed by order of API(American Petroleum Institute) number, 
followed by their NDIC File number.  The headings also include their location by quarters (Q/Q), 
township and range (S-T-R), original well name, original operator’s name, and the county in 
which the well is located.  Descriptions of the core a e done in three-foot sections and contain the 
color, grain size, bedding type, reaction to HCl (hydrochloric acid), fracture patterns, fossils 
present, and pyrite content.  Contact with the lower and upper members of the Bakken Formation 
are included where necessary.   Thin section information is included as an indented heading and 






















API: 33-007-00690 NDIC File: 8474 Q/Q: NESW S-T-R: 15-144-105 
GRAHAM USA #1-15 TENNECO OIL CO. Billings County 
Depth   Description 
10,370.3 – 10,373:  Mudstone: brown, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded sediment; 
vigorous reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; fossil fragments; no pyrite; 
abrupt contact with upper shale. 
10,373 – 10,376:  Mudstone to wackestone: brown, fine to very fine grained, massively 
   bedded sediment; moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no 
   fossils; no pyrite. 
10,377 – 10,379:  Silty mudstone: light brown and brown, fine to very fine-grained, 
   massively bedded sediment; little to moderate reaction to HCl; no healed 
   fractures; fossil fragments; no pyrite. 
10,379 – 10,382:  Mudstone: light brown and brown, fine to very fine grained, mottled 
   sediment; moderate reaction to HCl;  no healed fractures; no fossils; light 
   yellow, rounded pyrite crystals; gradual contact with the Three Forks, no 
   lower Bakken shale. 
 
API: 33-007-01140 NDIC File: 12331 Q/Q: SESE S-T-R: 27-143-102 MOI 
#44-27  MERIDIAN OIL, INC.  Billings County 
Depth   Description 
10,226 – 10,229:  Mudstone: light brown and brown, fine to very fine grained, mottled 
   sediment; little to no reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; 
   yellow, angular pyrite crystals; abrupt contact with upper shale; section 
   from 10,226.6 to 10,227 missing. 
10,229 – 10,232:  Silty mudstone: brown, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded 
   sediment with localized mottling; little to moderate reaction to HCl; 
   calcite-filled fractures; no fossils; yellow, angular pyrite crystals. 
10,232 – 10,235:  Silty mudstone: brown, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded 
   sediment; moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; no 
   pyrite. 
10,235 – 10,238:  Mudstone: light brown and brown, fine to very fine grained, mottled 
   sediment; little to moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no 
   fossils; no pyrite. 
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10,238 – 10,239:  Mudstone; light brown, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded 
   sediment; little to moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no 
   fossils; no pyrite; abrupt contact with lower shale. 
 
API: 33-007-01185 NDIC File: 12748 Q/Q: SWSW S-T-R: 5-143-99 
TEXACO THOMPSON UNIT #5-1 TEXACO INC.  Billings County 
Depth   Description 
11,052 – 11,055:  Silty mudstone: gray, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded 
   sediment; little to no reaction to HCl; calcite-filled fractures; replaced 
   shells and fragments; yellow, elongate and angular pyrite crystals; 
   gradual contact with upper shale. 
11,055 – 11,058:  Mudstone: gray, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded sediment 
   with calcite-filled vugs; little to no reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; 
   replaced shell fragments; yellow, angular pyrite crystals. 
11,058 – 11,061:  Mudstone: brown, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded sediment 
   with dark brown, horizontal lenses; little to no reaction to HCl; no healed 
   fractures; no fossils; light yellow, elongate and angular pyrite crystals. 
11,061 – 11,064:  Silty mudstone: brown and dark brown, fine to very fine grained, mottled 
   sediment; little to moderate reaction to HCl; cacite-filled fractures; no 
   fossils; no pyrite. 
11,064 – 11,067:  Mudstone: brown and dark brown, fine to very fine grained, mottled 
   sediment with dark brown, horizontal lenses; little o no reaction to HCl; 
   no healed fractures; replaced fossil fragments; dark yellow, rounded 
   pyrite crystals. 
 11,065A:  Blue epoxy/ red stain; Packstone: no fossils; >5% porosity; subhedral 
   dolomite rhombs; rounded quartz grains; angular pyrite; open, horizontal 
   fractures; no organics. 
11,067 – 11,070:  Silty mudstone: brown, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded 
   sediment with dark brown, horizontal lenses; little o moderate reaction 
   to HCl; clay-filled fractures; shell fragments; no pyrite. 
 11,069C:  Blue epoxy/ red stain; Packstone: no fossils; <5% porosity; subhedral 
   dolomite rhombs; rounded quartz grains; calcite cement; elongate pyrite; 
   healed, horizontal fractures; no organics.  
11,070 – 11,073:  Silty mudstone: light brown and dark brown, fine to very fine grained,  
   mottled sediment with dark brown, horizontal lens s; little to moderate  
   reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
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11,073 – 11,076:  Mudstone: light brown and dark brown, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment; little to no reaction to HCl; calcite-filled fractures; no fossils;  
   no pyrite. 
 11,073C:  Blue epoxy/ red stain; Packstone: no fossils; <5% porosity; rounded  
   quartz grains; clay lenses; rounded pyrite; open, horizontal fractures; no  
   organics. 
11,076 – 11,079:  Silty mudstone: light brown and brown, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment with dark brown, horizontal lenses; little o moderate reaction  
   to HCl; calcite-filled fractures and calcite vugs; fossil fragments; yellow,  
   rounded pyrite crystals. 
11,079 – 11,082:  Sandy mudstone to wackestone: brown, medium to fine grained, mottled  
   sediment; moderate to vigorous reaction to HCl; calcite-filled fractures;  
   fossil fragments; yellow, rounded pyrite crystal.  
11,082 – 11,085:  Mudstone: dark brown, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded 
   sediment; little to no reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; fossils and  
   fossil fragments; yellow, elongate pyrite crystal . 
 11,083B:  Blue epoxy/ red stain; Packstone: shell fragments; <5% porosity;  
   euhedral dolomite rhombs; angular quartz grains; elongate pyrite; open,  
   horizontal fractures; no organics.  
11,085 – 11,088.5:  Mudstone: light brown and brown, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment; moderate to vigorous reaction to HCl; no healed fractures;  
   fossils and fossil fragments; yellow, rounded pyrite crystals; no lower  
   shale present in well. 
 11,085A:  Blue epoxy/ red stain; Packstone: shell fragments; <5% porosity;  
   subhedral dolomite rhombs; angular quartz grains; elongate pyrite; no  
   fractures; no organics.  
 
API: 33-013-00699 NDIC File: 4508 Q/Q: SWNE S-T-R: 7-161-90 LOUIS 
PETERSON #1 NORTHERN PUMP CO. Burke County 
Depth   Description 
 7,517:   No dyed epoxy/ no stain; Packstone: no fossils; unable to determine  
   porosity; rounded quartz grains; rounded pyrite; open, horizontal  
   fractures; no organics. 
 7,518:   No dyed epoxy/ no stain; Packstone: crinoids; unable to determine  




API: 33-013-00715 NDIC File: 4958 Q/Q: SWNE S-T-R: 2-161-91 
FLORENCE M. INGERSON #2 JOHN B. HAWLEY, JR. TRUST #1 Burke County 
Depth   Description 
7,580 – 7,583:   Silty mudstone: light gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled sediment  
   with localized, horizontal laminae; no healed fractures; no fossils; no  
   pyrite; abrupt contact with upper shale. 
7,583 – 7,586:   Mudstone: light gray and gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment; moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; no  
   pyrite. 
7,586 – 7,589:   Silty mudstone: gray and dark gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment with localized, horizontal laminae; moderate reaction to HCl;  
   no healed fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
7,589 – 7,592:   Mudstone: gray and dark gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment; little to moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no  
   fossils; no pyrite. 
7,592 – 7,595:   Silty mudstone: gray and dark gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   and laminated sediment; moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures;  
   no fossils; no pyrite. 
7,595 – 7,598:   Mudstone: light gray and brown-gray, fine to very fine grained,  
   horizontal laminae; little to moderate reaction t  HCl; no healed  
   fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
7,598 – 7,601:   Mudstone: light gray and light brown, fine to very fine grained sediment  
   with horizontal laminae; little to moderate reaction to HCl; no healed  
   fractures; no fossils; dark yellow, rounded and gular pyrite crystals. 
7,601 – 7,604:   Silty mudstone: light gray and gray, fine to very fine grained sediment  
   with mottled and laminae present; dark gray, horizontal lenses; moderate  
   reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
7,604 – 7,607:   Mudstone: light gray and gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment with dark gray, horizontal lenses; moderate reaction to HCl; no  
   healed fractures; no fossils; yellow, angular pyrite crystals.  
7,607 – 7,610:   Mudstone: gray and dark gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment; moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils;  
   yellow to dark yellow, rounded pyrite crystals. 
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7,610 – 7-613:   Silty mudstone: light gray and brown-gray, fine to very fine grained,  
   mottled sediment; moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no  
   fossils; light yellow, rounded pyrite crystals. 
7,613 – 7,616:   Silty mudstone: light gray and gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment with dark gray, horizontal lenses; moderate reaction to HCl; no  
   healed fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
7,616 – 7,619:   Mudstone: light gray and brown-gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment with dark gray, horizontal lenses; moderate reaction to HCl; no  
   healed fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
7,619 – 7,622:   Mudstone: gray and brown-gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment with dark gray, horizontal lenses; moderate to vigorous reaction  
   to HCl; clay-filled fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
 7,621A:  No dyed epoxy/ no stain; Packstone: no fossils; unable to determine  
   porosity; rounded quartz grains; rounded pyrite; no fractures; no  
   organics. 
 7,621B:  No dyed epoxy/ no stain; Packstone: no fossils; unable to determine  
   porosity; angular quartz grains; rounded pyrite; healed, horizontal  
   fractures; no organics. 
7,622 – 7,625:   Silty mudstone: brown and dark gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment; little to no reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; dark  
   yellow, rounded pyrite crystals; abrupt contact with lower shale. 
 
API: 33-013-00864 NDIC File: 8824 Q/Q: NWNE S-T-R: 28-162-89 KOCH 
#2-28  C & K PETROLEUM, INC. Burke County 
Depth   Description 
7,038.6 – 7,041:  Silty mudstone: light gray and gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment; little to no reaction to HCl; clay-filled fractures; no fossils;  
   yellow, rounded pyrite crystals; abrupt contact with the upper shale. 
7,041 – 7;,044:  Mudstone: light gray and gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment; moderate to vigorous reaction to HCl; calcite-filled fractures;  
   replaced fossil fragments; no pyrite. 
 7,041:   Blue epoxy/ red stain; Packstone: shell fragments, brachiopods, crinoids;  
   <5% porosity; euhedral dolomite rhombs; calcite ements; globular  
   pyrite; no fractures; no organics. 
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 7,042:   Blue epoxy/ red stain; Packstone: no fossils; <5% porosity; subhedral  
   dolomite rhombs; rounded quartz grains; elongate pyrite; no fractures; no  
   organics. 
7,044 – 7,047:   Sandy mudstone: light gray to dark gray, fine to very fine grained,  
   horizontal laminae; moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures;  
   replaced fossil fragments; no pyrite. 
 7,045:   Blue epoxy/ red stain; Packstone: no fossils; <5% porosity; euhedral  
   dolomite rhombs; rounded quartz grains; angular pyrite; no fractures; no  
   organics. 
7,047 – 7,050:   Mudstone: light gray to dark gray, fine to very fine grained, horizontal  
   laminae; moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; no  
   pyrite. 
 7,047:   Blue epoxy/ red stain; Packstone: shell fragments; <5% porosity;  
   euhedral dolomite rhombs; angular quartz grains; rounded pyrite; no  
   fractures; no organics. 
7,050 – 7,053:   Mudstone: gray to dark gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled sediment;  
   moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
7,053 – 7,056:   Sandy mudstone: light gray to gray, fine to very fine grained, horizontal  
   laminae; moderate to vigorous reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no  
   fossils; dark yellow, elongate pyrite crystals. 
 7,053.9:  Blue epoxy/ red stain; Fossiliferous Packstone: shell fragments,  
   brachiopods; <5% porosity; euhedral dolomite rhombs; angular quartz  
   grains; globular pyrite; no fractures; no organics. 
7,056 – 7,059:   Mudstone: light gray to gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled sediment;  
   moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; dark yellow to  
   orange, angular pyrite crystals. 
 7,058:   Blue epoxy; red stain; Packstone: no fossils; >5% porosity; subhedral  
   dolomite rhombs; angular quartz grains; globular pyrite; no fractures;  
   organics. 
7,059 – 7,062:   Wackestone to mudstone: light gray, medium to fine grained, massively  
   bedded sediment; moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no  
   fossils; dark yellow, rounded pyrite crystals. 
7,062 – 7,065:   Wackestone to mudstone: light gray, medium to fine grained, massively  
   bedded sediment with dark gray, horizontal lenses; moderate to vigorous  
   reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; dark yellow, rounded  
   pyrite crystals. 
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 7,063.5:  Blue epoxy/ red stain; Grainstone: no fossils; >5% porosity; subhedral  
   dolomite rhombs; rounded quartz grains; elongate pyrite; open,  
   horizontal fractures; no organics. 
7,065 – 7,068:   Silty mudstone: light gray, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded  
   sediment with dark gray, horizontal lenses; vigorous reaction to HCl; no  
   healed fractures; no fossil; no pyrite. 
 7,067:   Blue epoxy/ red stain; Packstone: no fossils; <5% porosity; subhedral  
   dolomite rhombs; rounded quartz grains; rounded pyrite; open,  
   horizontal fractures; no organics. 
7,068 – 7,071:   Silty mudstone: light gray, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded  
   sediment with dark gray, horizontal lenses; moderate to vigorous reaction  
   to HCl; no healed fractures; replaced shells and shell fragments; dark  
   yellow, rounded pyrite crystals. 
 7,070.9:  Blue epoxy/ red stain; Packstone: shell fragments, ostracodes; >5%  
   porosity; subhedral dolomite rhombs; rounded quartz grains; rounded  
   pyrite; open, horizontal fractures; organics. 
7,071 – 7,073:   Mudstone: light gray, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded  
   sediment with dark gray, horizontal lenses; moderate reaction to HCl; no  
   healed fractures; no fossils; no pyrite; abrupt contact with lower shale. 
 
API: 33-013-00867 NDIC File: 8850 Q/Q: SWSE S-T-R: 29-163-92 
NELSON 1-29  CLARION RESOURCES, INC.  Burke County 
Depth   Description 
7,397 – 7,400:   Mudstone: light gray to gray, fine to very fine grained, laminae;  
   moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; rplaced fossil fragments;  
   no pyrite; abrupt contact with upper shale. 
7,400 – 7,403:   Mudstone: light gray to gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled sediment  
   with calcite vugs; moderate to vigorous reaction o HCl; no healed  
   fractures; no fossils; yellow, angular pyrite crystals. 
7,403 – 7,406:   Silty mudstone: light gray to dark g ay, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment with rip-up clasts; moderate reaction to HCl; no healed  
   fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
 7,403:   Blue epoxy/ no stain; Packstone: no fossils; <5% porosity; subhedral  
   dolomite rhombs; angular quartz grains; elongate pyrite; open and  
   healed, horizontal fractures; no organics.  
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7,406 – 7,409:   Mudstone: gray to dark gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled sediment  
   with rip-up clasts; little to moderate reaction t  HCl; no healed fractures;  
   no fossils; no pyrites. 
7,409 – 7,412:   Mudstone: gray and dark gray, fine to very fine grained, horizontal  
   laminae; little to moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no  
   fossils; no pyrite. 
 7,409:   Blue epoxy/ no stain; Packstone: shell fragments; <5% porosity; euhedral 
    dolomite rhombs; angular quartz grains; globular pyrite; no fractures; no  
   organics. 
7,412 – 7,415:   Silty mudstone: gray, fine to very fine grained, laminae and mottled  
   sediment; little to moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no  
   fossils; yellow, angular pyrite crystals in linear patterns. 
 7,413:   Blue epoxy/ no stain; Packstone: no fossils; >5% porosity; rounded  
   quartz grains; rounded pyrite; open, horizontal fractures; organics. 
7,415 – 7,418:   Sandy mudstone: light gray to gray, fine to very fine grained, massively  
   bedded sediment; little to moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures;  
   no fossils; light yellow, angular pyrite crystals. 
7,418 – 7,421:   Wackestone to mudstone: light gray, medium to fine grained, massively  
   bedded sediment; moderate reaction to HCl; pyrite-filled fractures; no  
   fossils; yellow, angular and globular pyrite crystals. 
 7,418:   Blue epoxy/ red stain; Grainstone: shell fragments, brachiopods; <5%  
   porosity; rounded quartz grains; calcite cement; open, horizontal  
   fractures; no organics. 
7,421 – 7,424:   Wackestone: light gray to gray, medium and fine grained, horizontal  
   laminae; moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; dark  
   yellow, angular and globular pyrite crystals. 
7,424 – 7,427:   Sandy mudstone: light gray, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded  
   sediment with dark gray, horizontal lenses; moderate to vigorous reaction  
   to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; yellow, globular pyrite crystals. 
 7,424:   Blue epoxy/ no stain; Packstone: no fossils; >5% porosity; euhedral  
   dolomite rhombs; angular quartz grains; no pyrite; open, horizontal  
   fractures; no organics. 
7,427 – 7,430:   Silty mudstone: light gray, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded  
   sediment with dark gray, horizontal lenses and calcite vugs; moderate  
   reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; yellow, angular pyrite. 
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7,430 – 7,433:   Mudstone: light gray, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded  
   sediment with dark gray, horizontal lenses; moderate reaction to HCl; no  
   healed fractures; no fossils; yellow, angular, py ite crystals.  
 7,432:   Blue epoxy/ no stain; Packstone: no fossils; <5% porosity; euhedral  
   dolomite rhombs; angular quartz grains; globular pyrite; open, horizontal  
   fractures; no organics. 
7,433 – 7,436:   Mudstone: light gray, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded  
   sediment with dark gray, horizontal lenses; moderate reaction to HCl; no  
   healed fractures; no fossils; yellow, angular pyrite crystals. 
7,436 – 7,439:   Mudstone: light gray, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded  
   sediment; vigorous reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; no  
   pyrite. 
7,439 – 7,442:   Mudstone: gray, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded sediment;  
   vigorous reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
 7,440:   Blue epoxy/ no stain; Packstone: no fossils; >5% porosity; euhedral  
   dolomite rhombs; angular quartz grains; globular pyrite; no fractures;  
   organics.  
7,442 – 7,445:   Mudstone: gray, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded sediment  
   with dark gray, horizontal lenses; moderate to vig rous reaction to HCl;  
   no healed fractures; no fossils; yellow, rounded an  globular pyrite. 
7,445 – 7,448:   Silty mudstone: gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled sediment with  
   dark gray, horizontal lenses; moderate reaction to HCl; calcite-filled  
   fractures; no fossils; pyrite-filled fractures and rounded pyrite crystals. 
7,448 – 7,451:   Mudstone: light gray and gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment with dark gray, horizontal lenses; moderate to vigorous reaction  
   to HCl; clay-filled fractures; no fossils; yellow, rounded pyrite crystals. 
7,451 – 7,454:   Mudstone: light gray and gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment little to moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no  
   fossils; light yellow, globular pyrite crystals; gradual contact with the  
   lower shale. 
 7,453:   Blue epoxy/ no stain; Packstone: no fractures; <5% porosity; rounded  
   quartz grains; elongate pyrite; open, horizontal fractures; no organics. 
 
API: 33-013-00877 NDIC File: 9001 Q/Q: NWNE S-T-R: 21-163-93 
NEGAARD #1  CLARION RESOURCES, INC.  Burke County 
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Depth   Description 
7,379 – 7,382:   Sandy mudstone: gray, fine to veryfine grained, cross-bedded laminae  
   and horizontal laminae; moderate to vigorous reaction to HCl; no healed  
   fractures; replaced fossil fragments; dark yellow, globular pyrite crystals;  
   abrupt contact with the upper shale. 
7,382 – 7,385:   Silty mudstone: light gray and gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   and laminated sediment; moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures;  
   no fossils; no pyrite. 
 7,383.5:  Blue epoxy/ red stain; Packstone: crinoids, shell fragments; <5%  
   porosity; euhedral dolomite rhombs; angular quartz g ains; crystalline  
   calcite; globular pyrite; open, horizontal fractures; no organics. 
7,385 – 7,388:   Mudstone: gray and dark gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment with light gray, horizontal lenses; little to moderate reaction to  
   HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
7,388 – 7,391:   Silty mudstone: light and dark gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment; little to reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; no  
   pyrite. 
7,391 – 7,394:   Silty mudstone: gray and dark gray, fine to very fine grained, laminated  
   sediment; little to moderate reaction to HCl; clay-filled fractures; no  
   fossils; yellow, rounded pyrite crystals. 
7,394 – 7,397:   Sandy mudstone: light gray and gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment; little to no reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; dark  
   yellow, rounded pyrite crystals. 
 7,394:   Blue epoxy/ red stain; Grainstone: no fossils; >25% porosity; rounded  
   quartz grains; angular pyrite; open, horizontal and vertical fractures; no  
   organics.  
7,397 – 7,400:   Silty mudstone: light gray and dark gray, fine to very fine grained,  
   mottled sediment; little to no reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no  
   fossils; no pyrite. 
7,400 – 7,403:   Silty mudstone: gray, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded  
   sediment; little to moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no  
   fossils; no pyrite. 
7,403 – 7,406:   Mudstone: light gray and gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment with dark gray, horizontal lenses; little o moderate reaction to  
   HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; yellow, globular pyrite crystals. 
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7,406 – 7,409:   Mudstone: light gray and gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment with dark gray, horizontal lenses; little o moderate reaction to  
   HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; dark yellow, rounded pyrite crystals. 
 7,406.5:  Blue epoxy/ red stain; Packstone: no fossils; <5% porosity; subhedral  
   dolomite rhombs; angular quartz grains; globular pyrite; no fractures; no  
   organics. 
7,409 – 7,412:   Sandy mudstone: light gray and gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment with dark gray, horizontal lenses; little o moderate reaction to  
   HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; yellow, angular pyrite crystals. 
 7,410.8:  Blue epoxy/ red stain; Packstone: no fossils; <5% porosity; rounded  
   quartz grains; globular pyrite; no fractures; no organics.  
7,412 – 7,415:   Sandy mudstone: light gray and gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment with dark gray, horizontal lenses; little o no reaction to HCl;  
   no healed fractures; no fossils; no pyrite; abrupt contact with the lower  
   shale. 
 
API: 33-023-00489 NDIC File: 16089 Q/Q: SESE S-T-R: 14-161-98 
NORDSTOG 14-23-161 98H  SAMSON RESOURCES COMPANY  Divide 
County 
Depth   Description 
8,615 – 8,618:   Mudstone: brown and gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled sediment;  
   little to no reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; no pyrite;  
   abrupt contact with upper shale. 
 8,617.8:  Blue epoxy/ red stain; Packstone: no fossils; >5% porosity; subhedral  
   dolomite rhombs; rounded quartz grains; elongate pyrite; open and  
   healed, horizontal fractures; no organics.  
8,618 – 8,621:   Mudstone: dark gray and dark brown, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment; little to moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no  
   fossils; no pyrite. 
8,621 – 8,624:   Mudstone: dark gray and dark brown, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment; little to no reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; no  
   pyrite. 
 8,622.5:  Blue epoxy/ red stain; Packstone: no fossils; >5% porosity; angular  
   quartz grains with muddy matrix; rounded pyrite; open, horizontal  
   fractures; no organics. 
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8,624 – 8,627:   Mudstone: dark gray, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded  
   sediment with black, horizontal lenses; little to no reaction to HCl; no  
   healed fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
8,627 – 8,630:   Mudstone: dark gray and dark brown, fine to very fine grained,  
   laminated sediment; little to no reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no  
   fossils; no pyrite. 
8,630 – 8,633:   Mudstone: dark gray, fine to very fine grained, laminated sediment; little  
   to moderate reaction to HCl; healed fractures; no fossils; dark yellow,  
   rounded pyrite crystals. 
8,633 – 8,636:   Mudstone: dark gray and gray, fine to very fine grained, laminated  
   sediment; little to no reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; dark  
   yellow, rounded pyrite crystals. 
8,636 – 8,639:   Mudstone to wackestone: gray, medium to fine grained, massively  
   bedded sediment; little to no reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no  
   fossils; dark yellow, disseminated pyrite crystals. 
8,639 – 8,642:   Mudstone to wackestone: gray, medium to fine grained, massively  
   bedded sediment; little to moderate reaction to HCl; healed fractures; no  
   fossils; no pyrite. 
 8,639.2:  Blue epoxy/ red stain; Packstone: no fossils; <5% porosity; angular  
   quartz grains with muddy matrix; angular pyrite; no fractures; no  
   organics. 
8,642 – 8,645:   Silty mudstone: gray, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded  
   sediment; moderate to vigorous reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no  
   fossils; no pyrite. 
8,645 – 8,648:   Mudstone: gray and dark gray, fine to very fine grained, laminated  
   sediment; little to no reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; no  
   pyrite. 
 8,645.9:  Blue epoxy/ red stain; Packstone: no fossils; <5% porosity; angular  
   quartz grains with calcite cement; elongate pyrite; open, horizontal  
   fractures; no organics. 
8,648 – 8,651:   Sandy mudstone: gray, fine to veryfine grained, massively bedded  
   sediment; little to moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no  
   fossils; no pyrite. 
8,651 – 8,654:   Silty mudstone: brown and dark gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment; little to moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no  
   fossils; dark yellow, angular pyrite crystals. 
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 8,653.5:  Blue epoxy/ red stain; Packstone: no fossils; <5% porosity; euhedral  
   dolomite rhombs; angular quartz grains; rounded pyrite; healed,  
   horizontal fractures; no organics. 
8,654 – 8,657:   Sandy mudstone: brown and dark gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment; moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; large fossil  
   fragments; dark yellow, angular pyrite crystals. 
8,657 – 8,660:   Silty mudstone to silty mudstone: brown and dark gray, fine to very fine  
   grained, mottled sediment with dark gray, horizontal lenses; moderate  
   reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; dark yellow, rounded  
   pyrite crystals. 
8,660 – 8,663:   Silty mudstone: gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled sediment with  
   dark gray, horizontal lenses; little to moderate reaction to HCl; no healed  
   fractures; fossil fragments; dark yellow and orange, rounded pyrite  
   crystals. 
 8,660.3:  Blue epoxy/ red stain; Packstone: brachiopods, shell fragments; >5%  
   porosity; subhedral dolomite rhombs; angular quartz grains with calcite  
   cement; elongate pyrite; open, horizontal fractures; no organics. 
8,663 – 8,666:   Silty mudstone: gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled sediment with  
   dark gray, horizontal lenses; little to moderate reaction to HCl; healed  
   fractures; large fossils; dark yellow, rounded pyrite crystals. 
 8,664:   Blue epoxy/ red stain; Packstone: no fossils; <5% porosity; euhedral  
   dolomite rhombs; angular quartz grains; angular pyrite; open, horizontal  
   fractures; no organics. 
8,666 – 8,669:   Silty mudstone: gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled sediment with  
   dark gray, horizontal lenses; little to moderate reaction to HCl; healed  
   fractures; pyrite-replaced fossils; yellow, globular pyrite crystals. 
8,669 – 8,672:   Silty mudstone: gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled sediment with  
   black, horizontal lenses; no healed fractures; fo sil fragments; dark  
   yellow, rounded pyrite crystals. 
8,672 – 8,675:   Mudstone: gray, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded sediment  
   with dark gray, horizontal lenses; no healed fractures; fossil fragments;  
   dark yellow, angular pyrite crystals. 
8,675 – 8,678:   Mudstone: gray and dark gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment with dark gray, horizontal lenses; little o moderate reaction to  
   HCl; no healed fractures; fossil fragments; dark yellow, angular pyrite  
   crystals; abrupt contact with lower shale. 
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8,680:    Blue epoxy/ red stain; Packstone: shell fragments; <5% porosity;  
   subhedral dolomite rhombs; angular quartz grains; rounded pyrite; open  
   and healed, horizontal fractures; no organics.  
 
API: 33-025-00003 NDIC File: 607 Q/Q: SWNE S-T-R: 24-149-9 
ANGUS KENNEDY #F32-24-P  SOCONY-VACUUM OIL COMPANY, INC 
Dunn County 
Depth   Description 
10,521 – 10,524:  Mudstone: light gray to gray, fine to very fine grained massively bedded  
   sediment; vigorous reaction to HCl; calcite/aragonite-filled horizontal to  
   subhorizontal fractures; no fossils; pyrite present but crystals too small to  
   examine with hand lens. 
10,524 – 10,527:  Sandy mudstone to siltstone: gray, fine to very fine grained sediment  
   with light gray horizontal laminations; white to light gray horizontal  
   lenses; moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractu es; no fossils; no  
   pyrite. 
10,527 – 10,530:  Sandy mudstone to siltstone: grayto dark gray, fine to very fine grained,  
   thinly laminated becoming massively bedded; moderate reaction to HCl;  
   sparse crystalline aragonite/calcite healed, horizontal fractures; no  
   fossils; no pyrite. 
 10,527:  Blue epoxy/ no stain; Fossiliferous Grainsto e: brachiopods, shell  
   fragments, bryozoans, crinoids; <5% porosity; angular quartz grains; no  
   fractures; no organics. 
10,530 – 10,533:  Silty mudstone to siltstone: gray, fine to very fine grained, massively  
   bedded sediment becoming wavy laminations of light gray and white;  
   little reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
 10,530.5:  Blue epoxy/ red stain; Grainstone: crinoids, shell fragments; <5%  
   porosity; subhedral dolomite rhombs; angular quartz grains; no fractures;  
   no organics. 
10,533 – 10,536:  Siltstone: gray to dark gray, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded;  
   localized areas of very thin laminae; sediment grades to sand-sized  
   particles at bottom of section; moderate to vigorous reaction to HCl; no  
   healed fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
 10,535:  Blue epoxy/ red stain; Fossiliferous Grainstone: shell fragments,  
   crinoids; <5% porosity; anhedral dolomite; angular quartz grains; oolites;  
   no fractures; organics. 
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10,536 – 10,539:  Mudstone: fine to very fine grained, gray to dark gray, finely laminated  
   sediment dipping at approximately 45°; lighter colored sediment reacts  
   vigorously with HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
 10,538.5:  Blue epoxy/ red stain; Fossiliferous Packstone: shell fragments, crinoids,  
   gastropods, ostracodes; >5% porosity; anhedral dolomite; angular quartz  
   grains; oolites; no fractures; no organics. 
10,539 – 10,542:  Siltstone: light gray to gray, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded  
   grading to very thin, horizontal, wavy laminae; little to no reaction to  
   HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
 10,539:  Blue epoxy/ red stain; Fossiliferous Grainstone: shell fragments,  
   crinoids, brachiopods; >5% porosity; subhedral dolomite rhombs;  
   angular quartz grains; oolites and coated grains; no fractures; no  
   organics. 
10,542 – 10,545:  Silty mudstone to siltstone: gray to dark gray, fine to very fine grained,  
   massively bedded sediment grading to millimeter-thick, dark  
   gray, wavy laminae; little to no reaction to HCl; possible healed  
   fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
 10,543:  Blue epoxy/ red stain; Fossiliferous Grainstone: gastropods, shell  
   fragments, crinoids; >5% porosity; angular quartz silt; oolites and coated  
   grains; no fractures; no organics. 
10,545 – 10,548:  Mudstone to silty mudstone: light gray and dark gray, fine to very fine  
   grained, millimeter-thick, horizontal, wavy laminae with centimeter- 
   scale cross-bedding; light gray sediment reacts vigorously to HCl;  
   laminae grade to massively bedded light gray with localized gray  
   mottling; no healed fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
10,548 – 10,551:  Siltstone: light gray to gray, fine to very fine grained mottling with 
    localized areas of horizontal, wavy laminae; little to no reaction to HCl;  
   possible healed fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
 10,548:  Blue epoxy/ no stain; Packstone: no fossils; <5% porosity; euhedral  
   dolomite rhombs; rounded quartz grains; rounded pyrite; vertical  
   fractures; organics. 
10,551 – 10,554:  Mudstone: light gray and gray, fine to very fine grained, horizontal,  
   wavy laminae; localized areas of mottled gray and light gray sediment;  
   light gray sediment reacts vigorously to HCl; possible healed fractures;  
   no fossils; no pyrite. 
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10,554 – 10,557:  Wackestone: light gray to gray, fine to medium grained sediment with  
   dark gray, horizontal, locally deformed laminae; little reaction to HCl;  
   possible healed fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
10,557 – 10,560:  Mudstone: gray and dark gray, fine to very fine grained mottling; no  
   reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; yellow to dark yellow,  
   sparse, elongate pyrite crystals. 
 10,558:  Blue epoxy/ no stain; Packstone: shell fragments; <5% porosity;  
   subhedral dolomite rhombs; rounded quartz grains; gular pyrite; no  
   fractures; no organics. 
10,560 – 10,563:  Mudstone: light gray to gray, fine to very fine grained mottling with  
   localized areas of gray to dark gray mottling; little to no reaction to HCl;  
   no healed fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
10,563 – 10,566:  Sandy mudstone: light gray, fine to very fine grained massively bedded  
   sediment with horizontal dark gray lenses; moderate eaction to HCl; no  
   healed fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
 10,565:  Blue epoxy/ no stain; Packstone: shell fragments; <5% porosity;  
   subhedral dolomite rhombs; round quartz grains; a gular pyrite; vertical  
   fractures; organics. 
10,566 – 10,569:  Sandy mudstone to silty mudstone: light gray, fine to very fine grained  
   sediment with gray to dark gray, horizontal lenses; moderate reaction to  
   HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
10,569 – 10,572:  Mudstone: light gray and dark gray, fine  to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment with dark gray, horizontal lenses; little o moderate reaction to  
   HCl; possible healed fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
10,572 – contact:  Silty mudstone: gray, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded  
   sediment with dark gray, horizontal lenses; little o no reaction to HCl;  
   no healed fractures; no fossils; no pyrite; abrupt contact with lower shale. 
 10,573:  Blue epoxy/ red stain; Packstone: crinoid fragments; ~5% porosity;  
   subhedral dolomite rhombs; round quartz grains; elongate pyrite; open,  
   horizontal fractures; organics. 
 
API: 33-025-00005 NDIC File: 793 Q/Q: SENW  S-T-R: 22-149-91 
PEGASUS DIV SOLOMON BIRD BEAR #F-22-22-1  MOBIL PRODUCING CO. 
Dun County 
Depth   Description 
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10,020 – 10,023:  Silty mudstone: abrupt upper contact with upper shale; light gray to  
   yellow-gray, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded sediment;  
   vigorous reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
 10,021:  No dyed epoxy/ no stain; Wackestone: no fossils; unable to determine  
   porosity; subhedral dolomite rhombs; angular quartz grains; elongate  
   pyrite; open, horizontal fractures; no organics. 
10,023 – 10,026:  Mudstone: light gray to yellow-gray, fine to very fine grained with dark  
   gray to black, horizontal laminae; little to no reaction to HCl; no healed  
   fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
10,026 – 10,029:  Mudstone: gray, fine to very fine grained sediment with dark gray,  
   horizontal laminae; some wavy bedding; little to no reaction to HCl; no  
   healed fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
10,029 – 10,032:  Mudstone: yellow-gray, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded  
   sediment with dark gray, horizontal laminae and lenses; little to no  
   reaction to HCl; no primary fractures; no fossil; no pyrite. 
 10,330:  No dyed epoxy/ no stain; Packstone: no fossils; unable to determine  
   porosity; anhedral dolomite; angular quartz grains; angular pyrite; open,  
   horizontal fractures; no organics. 
10,032 – 10,035:  Mudstone: yellow-gray, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded  
   sediment; moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils;  
   yellow-orange, large, angular pyrite crystals. 
10,035 – 10,038:  Mudstone: yellow-gray, fine to very fine grained sediment with dark  
   gray, horizontal lenses; moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no  
   fossils; yellow-orange, rounded pyrite crystals. 
10,038 – 10,041:  Mudstone: yellow-gray and dark gray, fine to very fine grained mottling  
   with dark gray, horizontal lenses; little to moderate reaction to HCl; no  
   healed fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
10,041 – 10,044:  Silty mudstone: yellow-gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled sediment  
   with small, horizontal calcite lenses; moderate eaction to HCl; dark  
   gray, larger, horizontal lenses farther down in section; no healed  
   fractures; no fossils; dark yellow, rounded pyrite crystals. 
10,044 – 10,047:  Mudstone: yellow-gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled sediment with  
   dark gray, horizontal lenses; moderate reaction to HCl; no healed  
   fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
10,047 – 10,050:  Silty mudstone: yellow-gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled sediment  
   with dark gray, horizontal lenses; little to no reaction to HCl; no healed  
   fractures; no fossils; no pyrite; abrupt contact with lower shale. 
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API: 33-025-00017 NDIC File: 2618 Q/Q: SWSE  S-T-R: 15-145-19 
JACOB HUBER #1 PAN AMERICAN PETROLEUM CORP. Dunn County 
Depth   Description 
9,794 – 9,797:   Mudstone: dark gray and light gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment; moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; no  
   pyrite; contact with upper shale missing. 
9,797 – 9,800:   Siltstone: dark gray to gray, fineto very fine grained, mottled sediment;  
   moderate to vigorous reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; no  
   pyrite.  
 9,798:   Blue epoxy/ red stain; Grainstone: shell fragments; ~5% porosity;  
   euhedral dolomite rhombs with calcite cement; elongate pyrite; healed,  
   horizontal fractures; no organics. 
9,800 – 9,803:   Sandy mudstone to silty mudstone: gray and brown, fine to very fine  
   grained, horizontal and wavy laminae; moderate reaction to HCl; no  
   healed fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
9,803 – 9,806:   Mudstone: dark gray and gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment; lighter gray sediment reacts vigorously to HCl; no healed  
   fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
9,806 – 9,809:   Mudstone: dark gray to gray, fine to very fine grained, horizontal to  
   subhorizontal laminae moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no  
   fossils; no pyrite. 
 9,808.7:  Blue epoxy/ red stain; Grainstone: no fossils; <5% porosity; subhedral  
   dolomite rhombs with calcite cement; rounded pyrite; no fractures; no  
   organics. 
9,809 – 9,812:   Mudstone to silty mudstone: dark gray and gray, fine to very fine  
   grained, horizontal laminae; moderate reaction to HCl; no healed  
   fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
 9,809.5:  Blue epoxy/ red stain; Packstone: no fossils; <5% porosity; subhedral  
   dolomite rhombs; angular quartz grains; calcite ement; rounded pyrite;  
   no fractures; no organics. 
 9,810.5:  Blue epoxy/ red stain; Packstone: shell fragments, crinoids; <5%  
   porosity; subhedral dolomite rhombs; angular quartz grains; calcite  
   cement; elongate pyrite; no fractures; no organics. 
 9,811:   Blue epoxy/ red stain; Packstone; no fossils; <5% porosity; angular  
   quartz grains with calcite cement; angular pyrite; healed, horizontal  
   fractures; no organics. 
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9,812 – 9,815:   Siltstone: dark and light gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled sediment  
   with localized areas of horizontal laminae; clay-filled, horizontal  
   fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
 9,812.2:  Blue epoxy/ red stain; Grainstone: no fossils; <5% porosity; euhedral  
   dolomite rhombs; angular quartz grains; elongate pyrite; no fractures; no  
   organics. 
9,815 – 9,818:   Mudstone: gray to light gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled sediment;  
   moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
9,818 – 9,821:   Mudstone to silty mudstone: gray and light gray, fine to very fine  
   grained, mottled sediment with dark gray, horizontal lenses; moderate  
   reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
9,821 – 9,824:   Silty mudstone: gray and light gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment with dark gray lenses; moderate to vigorous reaction to HCl; no  
   healed fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
 9,823.4:  Blue epoxy/ red stain; Packstone: shell fragments, crinoids; <5%  
   porosity; quartz grains in dolomitic and calcite cement; elongate pyrite;  
   open, horizontal fractures; no organics. 
9,824 – 9,827:   Silty mudstone: gray and light gray, fine to very fine grained mottled  
   sediment with dark gray to brown, horizontal lens s; moderate to  
   vigorous reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
9,827 – 9,828.2:  Mudstone: light gray, fine to very fine grained, uniform sediment;  
   vigorous reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; yellow, rounded  
   pyrite crystals; abrupt contact with the lower shale. 
 
API: 33-025-00232 NDIC File: 8709 Q/Q: NESW  S-T-R: 8-147-93 
BURBANK BIA #23-8  SHELL OIL CO. Dunn County 
Depth   Description 
10,539.5 – 10,542:  Mudstone: brown, fine to very fine grained, uniformly bedded sediment;  
   moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; rplaced fossil fragments;  
   no pyrite; abrupt contact with the upper shale. 
10,542 – 10,545:  Mudstone: light brown to brown, fi e to very fine grained, uniformly  
   bedded sediment; moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no  
   fossils; no pyrite. 
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10,545 – 10,548:  Sandy mudstone: light brown to brown, fine to very fine grained,  
   horizontal and cross-bedded laminae; moderate rection to HCl; no  
   healed fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
 10,546:  Blue epoxy/ red stain; Grainstone: no fossils; <5% porosity; euhedral  
   dolomite rhombs; angular quartz grains; globular pyrite; no fractures; no  
   organics. 
10,548 – 10,551:  Silty mudstone: brown, fine to very fine grained, uniformly bedded  
   sediment; little to no reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; no  
   pyrite. 
10,551 – 10,554:  Mudstone: light brown to brown, fi e to very fine grained, uniformly  
   bedded sediment; little to no reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no  
   fossils; no pyrite. 
10,554 – 10,557:  Silty mudstone: light brown and brown, fine to very fine grained,  
   horizontal laminae; moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no  
   fossils; no pyrite. 
 10,556:  Blue epoxy/ red stain; Grainstone: No fossils; <5% porosity; subhedral  
   dolomite rhombs; angular quartz grains; elongate pyrite; open, horizontal  
   fractures; no organics. 
10,557 – 10,560:  Silty mudstone: light brown and brown, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment; moderate to vigorous reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no  
   fossils; no pyrite; section from 10,559.7 – 10,560 missing 
10,560 – 10,563:  Mudstone: light brown to brown, fi e to very fine grained, horizontal  
   laminae; moderate to vigorous reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no  
   fossils; no pyrite. 
 10,561:  Blue epoxy/ red stain; Grainstone: no fossils; <5% porosity; subhedral  
   dolomite rhombs; angular quartz grains; globular pyrite; no fractures; no  
   organics. 
 10,562:  Blue epoxy/ red stain; Grainstone: no fossils; <5% euhedral dolomite  
   rhombs; angular quartz grains; rounded pyrite; no fractures; no organics. 
10,563 – 10,566:  Mudstone: brown, fine to very fine grained, uniformly bedded sediment;  
   moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
10,566 – 10,569:  Mudstone: light brown to brown, fi e to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment; moderate to vigorous reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no  
   fossils; no pyrite. 
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10,569 – 10,572:  Mudstone: light brown and brown, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment; moderate to vigorous reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no  
   fossils; light yellow, angular pyrite. 
10,572 – 10,575:  Mudstone: light brown to brown, fi e to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment; moderate to vigorous reaction to HCl; clay-filled fractures;  
   replaced fossil fragments; light yellow, rounded pyrite crystals. 
 10,574:  Blue epoxy/ red stain; Grainstone: no fossils; <5% porosity; euhedral  
   dolomite rhombs; angular quartz grains; elongate pyrite; no fractures; no  
   organics. 
10,575 – 10,578:  Silty mudstone: brown, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded  
   sediment; little to no reaction to HCl; calcite-filled fractures; replaced  
   fossil fragments; light yellow, angular pyrite crystals.  
10,578 – 10,581:  Mudstone: brown, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded sediment;  
   little to no reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; replaced fossil  
   fragments; light yellow, rounded pyrite crystals; gradual contact with the  
   lower shale.  
 
API: 33-025-00347 NDIC File: 9707 Q/Q: SWNE S-T-R: 4-148-92 
YOUNG BEAR #32-4  SHELL OIL CO. Dunn County 
Depth   Description 
10,435 – 10,438:  Mudstone: light brown and brown, fine to very fine grained, massively  
   bedded sediment; little to moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures;  
   no fossils; yellow, angular pyrite crystals. 
10,438 – 10,441:  Mudstone: light brown and brown, fine to very fine grained, laminated  
   sediment; little to moderate reaction to HCl; clay-filled fractures; no  
   fossils; no pyrite. 
10,441 – 10,444:  Silty mudstone: light brown and brown, fine to very fine grained,  
   laminated sediment; little to no reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no  
   fossils; no pyrite. 
10,444 – 10,447:  Silty mudstone: light brown and brown, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   and laminated sediment; little to moderate reaction to HCl; no healed  
   fractures; replaced shell fragments; no pyrite. 
10,447 – 10,450:  Silty mudstone: light brown and brown, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment; moderate to vigorous reaction to HCl; calcite-filled fractures;  
   no fossils; dark yellow, angular pyrite crystals. 
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10,450 – 10,453:  Mudstone: light brown and brown, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment; little to moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no  
   fossils; dark yellow to yellow pyrite crystals. 
10,453 – 10,456:  Silty mudstone: light brown and brown, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment; little to moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no  
   fossils; dark yellow to orange, rounded pyrite crystals. 
10,456 – 10,459:  Siltstone: light brown and brown, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment with dark brown, horizontal lenses; little o no reaction to HCl;  
   no healed fractures; no fossils; dark yellow, rounded pyrite crystals. 
10,459 – 10,462:  Silty mudstone: light brown and brown, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment with dark brown, horizontal lenses; little o moderate reaction  
   to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; yellow, angular pyrite crystals. 
10,462 – 10,465:  Mudstone: light brown and brown, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment with dark brown, horizontal lenses; little o moderate reaction  
   to HCl; calcite-filled fractures; no fossils; yellow and dark yellow,  
   angular pyrite. 
10,465 – 10,468:  Siltstone: light brown and brown, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment; little to moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; replaced  
   shell fragments; dark yellow, rounded pyrite crystals. 
10,468 – 10,469.4:  Mudstone: brown, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded sediment  
   with light brown, horizontal lenses; little to n reaction to HCl; no healed  
   fractures; no fossils; dark yellow, rounded pyrite crystals; abrupt or  
   missing contact with lower shale. 
 
API: 33-025-00447 NDIC File: 12785 Q/Q: NENW  S-T-R: 19-147-96 
CARUS FEE #21-19  MAXUS EXPLORATION CO.  Dunn County 
Depth   Description 
11,304 – 11,307:  Sandy mudstone: light gray and dark gray, fine to very fine grained,  
   horizontal laminae; little to no reaction to HCl; clay-filled fractures;  
   replaced fossils; yellow, elongate pyrite crystals; gradual contact with the  
   upper shale. 
 11,304:  Blue epoxy/ red stain; Wackestone: shell fragments, crinoids; <5%  
   porosity; euhedral dolomite rhombs; rounded quartz grains; euhedral  
   pyrite; open, horizontal fractures; no organics.  
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11,307 – 11,310:  Siltstone: dark gray, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded  
   sediment; little to no reaction to HCl; clay-filled fractures; fossil  
   fragments; dark yellow, rounded pyrite crystals. 
 11,308:  Blue epoxy/ red stain; Packstone: shell fragments, crinoids; >5%  
   porosity; euhedral dolomite rhombs; rounded quartz grains; rounded  
   pyrite; open, horizontal fractures; no organics.  
11,310 – 11,313:  Mudstone: dark gray, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded  
   sediment with dark gray, horizontal laminae; little o no reaction to HCl;  
   no healed fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
11,313 – 11,316:  Mudstone: dark gray, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded  
   sediment with faint laminae; little to no reaction to HCl; calcite-filled  
   fractures and vugs; no fossils; no pyrite. 
 11,313:  Blue epoxy/ red stain; Grainstone: no fossils; >5% porosity; angular  
   quartz grains with muddy matrix; rounded pyrite; open, horizontal  
   fractures; organics.  
 11,315.5:  Blue epoxy/ red stain; Packstone: shell fragments; <5% porosity; angular  
   quartz grains; calcite cement; coated grains; angul r pyrite; healed  
   fractures and burrows; organics. 
11,316 – 11,319:  Siltstone: dark gray, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded  
   sediment; little to no reaction to HCl; calcite-filled fractures; no fossils;  
   no pyrite. 
 11,316:  Blue epoxy/ red stain; Grainstone: no fossils; <5% porosity; angular  
   quartz grains; calcite cement; rounded pyrite; no fractures; organics. 
 11,317:  Blue epoxy; red stain; Grainstone:  no fossils; >5% porosity; angular  
   quartz grains with muddy matrix; rounded pyrite; open fractures;  
   organics.  
11,319 – 11,322:  Siltstone: gray and dark gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled sediment;  
   little to no reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; dark yellow,  
   angular pyrite crystals. 
11,322 – 11,325:  Mudstone: gray and dark gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment; little to no reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; no  
   pyrite. 
 11,324:  Blue epoxy/ red stain; Grainstone: no fossils; <5% porosity; euhedral  
   dolomite rhombs; angular quartz grains; rounded pyrite; open and healed  
   fractures; organics. 
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11,325 – 11,328:  Sandy mudstone: dark gray, fine to very fine grained, laminated  
   sediment; little to moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no  
   fossils; no pyrite. 
11,328 – 11,331:  Silty mudstone: dark gray, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded  
   sediment; little to no reaction to HCl; calcite-filled fractures; no fossils;  
   dark yellow, angular pyrite crystals. 
11,331 – 11,334:  Mudstone: dark gray, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded  
   sediment with light gray, horizontal lenses; little to moderate reaction to  
   HCl; no healed fractures; replaced fossils; yellow, elongate pyrite  
   crystals. 
11,334 – 11,337:  Siltstone: dark brown, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded  
   sediment with black, horizontal lenses; moderate eaction to HCl; calcite- 
   filled fractures; 4no fossils; yellow, rounded pyrite crystals. 
 11,335:  Blue epoxy/ red stain; Packstone: no fossils; <5% porosity; subhedral  
   dolomite rhombs; angular quartz grains; elongate pyrite; healed and  
   open, horizontal fractures; no organics. 
11,337 – 11,340:  Silty mudstone: dark brown, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded  
   sediment with black, horizontal lenses; moderate eaction to HCl; no  
   healed fractures; calcite vugs; replaced fossil fragments; no pyrite. 
11,340 – 11,343:  Silty mudstone: brown, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded  
   sediment; moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils;  
   pyrite crystals common at the contact; gradual contact with the lower  
   shale. 
 11,340:  Blue epoxy/ red stain; Wackestone: shell fragments, ostracodes,  
   brachiopods; <5% porosity; subhedral dolomite rhombs; angular quartz  
   grains; rounded pyrite; open, horizontal fractures; organics. 
API: 33-025-00597 NDIC File: 16333 Q/Q: NENW S-T-R: 3-146-94 
STOHLER 21-3H MARATHON OIL COMPANY  Dunn County 
Depth   Description 
10,863 – 10,866:  Mudstone: gray, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded sediment;  
   little to no reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; orange,  
   elongate pyrite crystals. 
10,866 – 10,869:  Mudstone: gray, fine to very fine grained, laminated sediment with vugs;  
   little to no reaction to HCl; healed fractures; fossil fragments; dark  
   yellow, angular pyrite crystals. 
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10,869 – 10,872:  Silty mudstone: gray, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded  
   sediment with light brown, horizontal lenses; moderate reaction to HCl;  
   no healed fractures; fossil fragments; dark yellow, elongate pyrite  
   crystals. 
10,872 – 10,875:  Mudstone: gray and dark gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment; moderate reaction to HCl; healed fractures; no fossils; dark  
   yellow, disseminated pyrite crystals; section at 10,872.5 missing. 
10,875 – 10,878:  Silty mudstone: brown and dark brown, fine to very fine grained, mottled 
    sediment with black, horizontal lenses; moderate eaction to HCl; healed  
   fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
10,878 – 10,881:  Mudstone: light gray and brown, fine to very fine grained, laminated  
   sediment; moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; no  
   pyrite. 
10,881 – 10,884:  Silty mudstone: brown and dark gray, fine to very fine grained,  
   laminated sediment; little to moderate reaction o HCl; no healed  
   fractures; no fossils; dark yellow, disseminated pyrite crystals. 
10,884 – 10,887:  Silty mudstone: brown and dark gray, fine to very fine grained,  
   laminated sediment; little to moderate reaction o HCl; healed fractures;  
   no fossils; no pyrite; section at 10,884.2 missing. 
10,887 – 10,890:  Wackestone to mudstone: gray and brown, medium to fine grained,  
   mottled sediment with dark gray, horizontal lenss; little to moderate  
   reaction to HCl; healed fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
10,890 – 10,893:  Silty mudstone: gray and dark gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment with dark gray, horizontal lenses; little o no reaction to HCl;  
   healed fractures; fossil fragments; no pyrite. 
10,893 – 10,896:  Mudstone: gray, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded sediment  
   with dark gray, horizontal lenses; little to moderate reaction to HCl;  
   healed fractures; fossil fragments; no pyrite. 
10,896 – 10,899:  Mudstone: gray, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded sediment  
   with dark gray, horizontal lenses; little to moderate reaction to HCl;  
   healed fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
10,899 – 10,902:  Mudstone: gray, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded sediment  
   with dark gray, horizontal lenses; healed fractures; no fossils; no pyrite;  




API: 33-025-00612 NDIC File: 16466 Q/Q: NWNW  S-T-R: 9-142-97           
GRIGGS 1-9  ANSBRO PETROLEUM COMPANY, L.L.C.  Dunn 
County 
Depth   Description 
10,646 – 10,649:  Silty mudstone: gray, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded  
   sediment; moderate to vigorous reaction; healed fractures; no fossils;  
   light yellow, globular pyrite crystals, abrupt contact with upper shale. 
 10,648.7a:  Blue epoxy/ red stain; Wackestone: shell fragments; <5% porosity;  
   subhedral dolomite rhombs; angular quartz grains; a gular pyrite; open,  
   horizontal fractures; no organics.  
 10,648.7b:  Blue epoxy/ red stain; Packstone: shell fragments; <5% porosity;  
   subhedral dolomite rhombs; angular quartz grains; a gular pyrite; open,  
   horizontal fractures; no organics.  
10,649 – 10,652:  Siltstone: gray, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded sediment;  
   moderate to vigorous reaction to HCl; healed fractures; no fossils; light  
   yellow, globular pyrite crystals. 
 10,651.5:  Blue epoxy/ red stain; Packstone: shell fragments; <5% porosity;  
   subhedral dolomite rhombs; angular quartz grains; a gular pyrite; no  
   fractures; no organics. 
10,652 – 10,655:  Mudstone: dark gray, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded  
   sediment with light gray, horizontal lenses; moderate to vigorous  
   reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
 10,653.9:  Blue epoxy/ red stain; Packstone: no fossils; <5% porosity; subhedral  
   dolomite rhombs; angular quartz grains; coated grains; angular pyrite;  
   open, horizontal fractures; no organics.  
10,655 – 10,658:  Silty mudstone: gray and dark gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment with dark gray, horizontal lenses; moderate to vigorous reaction  
   to HCl; no healed fractures; fossil fragments; light yellow, rounded  
   pyrite crystals. 
 10,655.5:  Blue epoxy/ red stain; Packstone: shell fragments, crinoids; <5%  
   porosity; euhedral dolomite rhombs; angular quartz g ains; globular  
   pyrite; open, horizontal fractures; no organics.  
10,658 – 10,661:  Silty mudstone: gray, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded  
   sediment with dark gray, horizontal lenses; moderate to vigorous reaction  
   to HCl; no healed fractures; fossil fragments; light yellow, elongate  
   pyrite crystals. 
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10,661 – 10,662:  Silty mudstone: dark gray, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded  
   sediment; little to moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no  
   fossils; no pyrite; abrupt contact with lower shale. 
 
API: 33-025-00669 NDIC File: 16798 Q/Q: SESW S-T-R: 31-147-95 
PRAIRIE ROSE 24-31H  BURLINGTON OIL & GAS COMPANY LP 
Dunn County 
Depth   Description 
11,066 – 11,069:  Mudstone: dark gray, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded  
   sediment; moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; fossil  
   fragments; light yellow, elongate  pyrite crystal ; abrupt contact with  
   upper shale. 
11,069 – 11,072:  Silty mudstone: dark gray, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded  
   sediment with calcite vugs; moderate reaction to HCl; healed fractures;  
   fossil fragments; light yellow, elongate pyrite crystals. 
11,072 – 11,075:  Mudstone: dark gray, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded  
   sediment with dark gray, horizontal lenses; moderate reaction to HCl; no  
   healed fractures; no fossils; no pyrite.  
 11,072.9:  Blue epoxy/ red stain; Packstone: shell fragments; <5% porosity;  
   subhedral dolomite rhombs; angular quartz grains with calcite cement;  
   rounded pyrite; open, horizontal fractures; no organics.  
11,075 – 11,078:  Silty mudstone: gray and dark gray, fine to very fine grained, laminated  
   sediment; vigorous reaction to HCl; healed fractures; no fossils; no  
   pyrite. 
11,078 – 11,081:  Silty mudstone: brown and dark gray, fine to very fine grained,  
   massively bedded sediment with mottling; vigorous reaction to HCl;  
   healed fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
11,081 – 11,084:  Silty mudstone: brown and dark gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment; vigorous reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; no  
   pyrite. 
 11,081:  Blue epoxy/ red stain; Grainstone: no fossils; <5% porosity; angular  
   quartz grains with calcite cement; elongate pyrite; no fractures; organics.  
11,084 – 11,087:  Mudstone: brown and dark gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment; moderate reaction to HCl; healed fractures; no fossils; no  
   pyrite. 
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 11,084.9:  Blue epoxy/ red stain: Packstone: no fossils; <5% porosity; subhedral  
   dolomite rhombs; angular quartz grains with calcite ement; elongate  
   pyrite; open, horizontal fractures; no organics.  
11,087 – 11,090:  Mudstone: gray and dark gray, fine to very fine grained, laminated and  
   mottled sediment; little to moderate reaction to HCl; healed fractures; no  
   fossils; no pyrite. 
 11,088.5:  Blue epoxy/ red stain; Grainstone: no fossils; <5% porosity; euhedral  
   dolomite rhombs; angular quartz grains with calcite ement; globular  
   pyrite; open, horizontal fractures; no organics.  
11,090 – 11,093:  Siltstone: dark gray, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded  
   sediment with light gray, horizontal lenses; no healed fractures; fossil  
   fragments; no pyrite. 
11,093 – 11,096:  Mudstone: dark gray, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded  
   sediment with dark gray, horizontal lenses; moderate reaction to HCl;  
   healed fractures; fossil fragments;  no pyrite. 
11,096 – 11,099:  Silty mudstone: dark gray, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded  
   sediment with dark gray, horizontal lenses; vigorous reaction to HCl; no  
   healed fractures; fossil fragments; no pyrite. 
 11,098.9:  Blue epoxy/ red stain; Packstone: ostracodes, brachiopods; <5% 
   porosity; subhedral dolomite rhombs; angular quartz grains; elongate  
   pyrite; open, horizontal fractures; no organics.  
11,099 – 11,102:  Sandy mudstone: gray, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded  
   sediment with dark gray, horizontal lenses; healed fractures; no fossils;  
   no pyrite. 
11,102 – 11,105:  Mudstone: dark gray, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded  
   sediment; vigorous reaction to HCl; healed fractures; fossil fragments; no  
   pyrite; gradual contact with the lower shale. 
 
API: 33-053-00026 NDIC File: 527 Q/Q: NWNE  S-T-R: 13-148-98 
ROUGH CREEK UNIT #1 CALIFORNIA OIL CO. McKenzie County 
Depth   Description 
11,225 – 11,228:  Mudstone to siltstone; gray to light gray, fine to very fine grained with  
   horizontal to subhorizontal, light gray to white laminae; varied reactions  
   to dilute HCl; no primary fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
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 11,225:  no dyed epoxy/no stain; Packstone: no fossils; less than 5% porosity;  
   subhedral dolomite rhombs; globular pyrite crystals; no fractures; no  
   organics. 
11,228 – 11,231:  Siltstone to dolostone; gray fineto very fine grained mottling; little to no  
   reaction to HCl; no primary fractures; no fossil; no pyrite. 
 11,228:  blue epoxy/no stain; Packstone: no fossils; less than 5% porosity;  
   subhedral dolomite rhombs; globular pyrite crystals; horizontal healed  
   fractures; no organics. 
11,231 – 11,234:  Mudstone to siltstone; light gray fine to very fine grained horizontal  
   laminae, local lenticular bedding; little to no reaction to HCl; no primary  
   fractures; no fossils; dark yellow to orange, spar e, rounded pyrite  
   crystals. 
 11,231:  no dyed epoxy/no stain; Grainstone: no fossils; less than 5% porosity;  
   euhedral dolomite grains; angular pyrite crystals; clay-filled fractures; no  
   organics. 
 11,233:  no dyed epoxy/no stain; Packstone; no fossils; less than 5% porosity;  
   euhedral dolomite rhombs; rounded quartz grains; a gular pyrite; no  
   fractures; organics. 
11,234 – 11,237:  Siltstone to silty mudstone: dark gray to gray, fine to very fine grained,  
   horizontal laminae; little to moderate reaction t  HCl, laminae have  
   strongest reaction; no primary fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
11,237 – 11,240:  Mudstone to silty mudstone: light gray to gray, fine to very fine grained  
   localized areas of mottling and laminae; little o no reaction to HCl; no  
   primary fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
 11,237:  no dyed epoxy/no stain; Grainstone; no fossils; less than 5% porosity;  
   subhedral dolomite rhombs; rounded quartz grains; rounded pyrite; no  
   fractures; organics.  
11,240 – 11,243: Siltstone to silty mudstone: light ray to gray, fine to very fine grained,  
   wavy laminae with a gradual transition to dark gray, fine grained  
   sediment; little reaction to HCl; no primary fractures; no fossils; no  
   pyrite. 
 11,240:  Blue epoxy/red stain; Grainstone; ostracodes, shell fragments; ~5%  
   porosity; subhedral dolomite rhombs; angular quartz grains; rounded  
   pyrite; open, horizontal fractures; organics. 
11,243 – 11,246:  Mudstone: gray to dark gray fine to very fine grained mottled sediment;  
   slight reaction to HCl; no primary fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
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11,246 – 11,249:  Mudstone: dark gray fine to very fine grained massively bedded; little to  
   no reaction to HCl; no primary fractures; no pyrite. 
 11,246:  Blue epoxy/no stain; Packstone: ostracodes and shell fragments; ~5%  
   porosity; subhedral dolomite rhombs; rounded quartz grains; angular  
   pyrite; open, horizontal fractures; no organics. 
11,249 – 11,252:  Silty mudstone: light gray to gray fine to very fine grained mottled  
   sediment; little to no reaction to HCl; no primary fractures; no fossils; no  
   pyrite. 
 11,249:  No dyed epoxy/ no stain; Packstone: no fossils; unable to determine  
   porosity; subhedral dolomite rhombs; rounded quartz grains; angular  
   pyrite; no fractures; no organics. 
11,252 – 11,255:  Mudstone to silty mudstone: gray to dark gray fine to very fine grained  
   sediment with dark gray, horizontal lenses; little o no reaction to HCl;  
   no primary fractures; no pyrite. 
 11,252:  Blue epoxy/ no stain; Packstone: brachiopods and shell fragments; <5%  
   porosity; euhedral dolomite rhombs; elongate pyrite; open, horizontal  
   fractures; no organics. 
 11,253:  No dyed epoxy/ red stain; Packstone: shell fragments and crinoids; <5%  
   porosity; anhedral dolomite; rounded quartz grains; rounded pyrite;  
   healed, horizontal fractures no organics. 
11,255 – 11,258:  Silty mudstone: light gray to gray fine to very fine grained mottled  
   sediment with dark gray, horizontal lenses; slight reaction to HCl; no  
   primary fractures; no fossils; dark yellow, sparse, rounded pyrite crystals. 
 11,255:  No dyed epoxy/ no stain; Packstone: shell fragments and brachiopods;  
   unable to determine porosity; euhedral dolomite; rounded quartz grains;  
   globular pyrite; open, horizontal fractures; no organics. 
11,258 – 11,261:  Sandy mudstone: gray to dark gray fine to very fine grained massively  
   bedded sediment with isolated, rounded to angular calcite nodules;  
   moderate to vigorous reaction to HCl; no primary fractures; no fossils;  
   light yellow, rounded pyrite crystals. 
 11,258:  Dyed epoxy/ red stain; Packstone: shell fragments and crinoid fragments;  
   ~5% porosity; anhedral dolomite; elongate pyrite; open, horizontal  
   fractures; no organics. 
 11,260:  No dyed epoxy/ no stain; Packstone: shell fragments; unable to  
   determine porosity; anhedral dolomite; globular pyrite; open, horizontal  
   fractures; no organics. 
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11,261 – contact:  Mudstone: gray fine to very finegrained massively bedded sediment;  
   slight to moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; large,  
   horizontal bands of light yellow pyrite; abrupt contact with lower shale. 
 
API: 33-053-00144 NDIC File: 1202 Q/Q: S2NW S-T-R: 6-152-94 JENS 
STRAND #1 AMERADA PETROLEUM CORP. McKenzie County 
Depth   Description 
 10,278:  No dyed epoxy/ no stain; Packstone: no fossils; unable to determine  
   porosity; angular quartz grains; no pyrite; no fractures; no organics. 
 10,278.5:  Blue epoxy/ red stain; Grainstone: no fossils; <5% porosity; angular  
   quartz grains with calcite cement; rounded pyrite; no fractures; organics. 
10,279 – 10,282:  Sandy to silty siltstone: gray to dark gray, medium to fine grained  
   sediment with faint light gray, horizontal laminae; localized areas of  
   vigorous reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
10,282 – 10,285:  Wackestone: dark gray, medium to fine grained sediment with light gray,  
   horizontal laminae; slight reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils;  
   no pyrite; section of core missing from 10,284.4 – 10,287.9. 
10,287 – 10,290:  Packstone: Light gray to brown, medium to fine grained, mottled  
   sediment containing small oolites; moderate reaction to HCl; no healed  
   fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
 10,287:  No dyed epoxy/ no stain; Grainstone: no fossils; unable to determine  
   porosity; subhedral dolomite rhombs; angular quartz grains; rounded  
   pyrite; no fractures; no organics. 
10,290 – 10,293:  Wackestone: brown-gray to dark gray, medium to fine grained sediment  
   with light gray to yellow-gray, horizontal to subhorizontal laminae with  
   local areas of massive bedding; moderate reaction to HCl; no healed  
   fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
10,293 – 10,296:  Silty mudstone: dark brown and brown, fine to very fine grained  
   sediment, local areas of dark gray sediment, with horizontal to  
   subhorizontal fine laminae; moderate reaction to HCl; no healed  
   fractures; no fossils; no pyrite.  
10,296 – 10,299:  Mudstone: brown to gray-brown, fie to very fine grained sediment with  
   faint horizontal laminae and localized mottling; slight to moderate HCl  
   reaction; no primary fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
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10,299 – 10,302:  Mudstone: light brown to brown, fi e to very fine grained sediment with  
   horizontal to subhorizontal laminae up to 2cm thick; localized areas of  
   moderate HCl reaction; no healed fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
10,302 – 10,305:  Mudstone: dark gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled sediment; little to  
   no reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; parse, rounded  
   yellow pyrite crystals. 
10,305 – 10,308:  Siltstone: Dark gray and brown, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment with dark gray, horizontal lenses; little o no reaction to HCl;  
   no healed fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
 10,305.5:  Blue epoxy/ red stain; Packstone: crinoid fragments; <5% porosity;  
   subhedral dolomite rhombs; rounded quartz grains; rounded pyrite; no  
   fractures; no organics. 
10,308 – 10,311:  Silty mudstone: dark gray and dark brown, fine to very fine grained,  
   mottled sediment; little to no reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no  
   fossils; no pyrite. 
10,311 – 10,314:  Mudstone: brown and light brown, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment; little to no reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; no  
   pyrite. 
10,314 – 10,317:  Silty mudstone: dark gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled and  
   massively bedded sediment; little to no reaction o HCl; no healed  
   fractures; no fossils; large, rounded, dark yellow pyrite crystals. 
10,317 – 10,320:  Mudstone: dark gray, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded  
   sediment with dark gray lenses; little to no reaction to HCl; no healed  
   fractures; no fossils; sparse, angular dark yellow pyrite crystals. 
10,320 – 10,321:  Sandy mudstone: gray, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded  
   sediment; little to no reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; possible  
   brachiopod shell fragments; no pyrite; gradual contact with lower shale. 
 
API: 33-053-00203 NDIC File: 1343 Q/Q: NWSW  S-T-R: 7-152-94  
HELEN G. PRICE #3  AMERADA PETROLEUM CORP. McKenzie County 
Depth   Description 
 10,349:  No dyed epoxy/ no stain; Wackestone: no fossils; unable to determine  
   porosity; sub- to euhedral dolomite rhombs; angular pyrite; open,  




API: 33-053-00226 NDIC File: 1405 Q/Q: NWNE  S-T-R: 27-150-96 
CATHERINE E. PECK 2 AMERADA PETROLEUM CORP. McKenzie County 
Depth   Description 
10,759 – 10,762:  Mudstone to wackestone: dark grayand light gray, fine to medium  
   grained, mottled sediment; little to moderate reaction to HCl; horizontal,  
   calcite-filled fractures and vugs; brachiopod shell fragments; no pyrite;  
   no contact with the upper shale.  
 10,759:  No dyed epoxy/ red stain; Packstone: crinoids, shell fragments; euhedral  
   dolomite rhombs; angular quartz grains; no pyrite; no fractures; no  
   organics. 
10,762 – 10,765:  Mudstone: dark to medium gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment; vigorously reacts to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; no  
   pyrite. 
10,765 – 10,768:  Mudstone: dark gray, fine to very fine grained sediment with light gray,  
   horizontal laminae; vigorously reacts to HCl; no healed fractures; no  
   fossils; yellow-orange, rounded pyrite. 
10,768 – 10,771:  Mudstone: gray and light gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment; some horizontal to subhorizontal laminae; vigorous reaction to  
   HCl; no primary fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
10,771 – 10,774:  Silty mudstone: dark and light gray, fine to very fine grained, horizontal  
   to subhorizontal laminae; little to no reaction t  HCl; calcite-filled,  
   horizontal fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
10,774 – 10,777:  Silty mudstone: dark and light gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment with occasional laminae; little to no reaction to HCl; calcite- 
   filled, horizontal fractures; no fossils; yellow, rounded pyrite. 
10,777 – 10,780:  Mudstone: dark gray, fine to very fine grained, uniform sediment; little  
   to no reaction to HCl; small, calcite-filled, horizontal fractures; no  
   fossils; no pyrite. 
10,780 – 10783:  Mudstone: dark gray and light gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment; little to no reaction to HCl; calcite-filled, subhorizontal  
   fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
10,783 – 10,786:  Sandy mudstone: dark and light gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment with dark gray lenses; moderate reaction to HCl; calcite-filled,  
   horizontal fractures; no fossils; rounded, dark yellow, pyrite crystals. 
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10,786 – 10,789:  Mudstone: dark gray and light gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment; little to no reaction to HCl; calcite-filled, horizontal fractures  
   and vugs; no fossils; no pyrite. 
10,789 – 10,792:  Mudstone: dark gray, fine to very fine grained, uniform sediment; little  
   to no reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; large shells and shell  
   fragments; no pyrite. 
10,792 – 10,795:  Mudstone: dark gray, fine to very fine grained, uniform sediment with  
   light gray, horizontal lenses; little to no reaction to HCl; calcite-filled  
   fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
10,795 – 10,796:  Silty mudstone: dark gray, fine to very fine grained, uniform sediment;  
   little to no reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; no pyrite;  
   contact with lower shale missing. 
 
API: 33-053-00295 NDIC File: 1679 Q/Q: SWSE S-T-R: 10-153-96 C.C 
MOGEN (TRACT 1)#1  AMERADA PETROLEUM CORP. 
 McKenzie County 
Depth   Description 
10,002:  No dyed epoxy/ no stain; Wackestone; no fossils; unable to determine  
  porosity; anhedral dolomite; angular quartz grains; angular pyrite; no  
  fractures; no organics. 
 
API: 33-053-00342 NDIC File: 1858 Q/Q: NWNE S-T-R: 25-150-96 MINNI 
KUMMER TRACT 1 #1 AMERADA PETROLEUM CORP. McKenzie County 
Depth   Description 
 10,970:  No dyed epoxy/ no stain; Wackestone: no fossils, unable to determine  
   porosity; subhedral dolomite rhombs; no pyrite; h aled, horizontal  
   fractures; no organics. 
 
API: 33-053-02308 NDIC File: 12772 Q/Q: NWNE S-T-R: 12-146-99 AHEL 
EL AL GRASSEY BUTTE #12-31 H3  AMERICAN HUNTER EXPLORATION 
LTD.  McKenzie County 
Depth   Description 
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11,253 – 11,256:  Mudstone: dark gray, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded  
   sediment; little to no reaction to HCl; calcite-filled fractures; fossil  
   fragments; no pyrite; abrupt contact with the upper shale. 
11,256 – 11,259:  Mudstone: dark gray, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded  
   sediment; little to moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; fossil  
   fragments; no pyrite. 
11,259 – 11,262:  Silty mudstone: gray and dark gray, fine to very fine grained, laminated  
   sediment; little to no reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; no  
   pyrite. 
11,262 – 11,265:  Mudstone: gray, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded sediment;  
   little to no reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
11,265 – 11,268:  Silty mudstone: gray, fine to very fine grained, laminated sediment with  
   light brown to brown, horizontal lenses; little o moderate reaction to  
   HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
11,268 – 11,271:  Silty mudstone: brown, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded  
   sediment with dark gray, horizontal lenses; moderate reaction to HCl; no  
   healed fractures; fossil fragments; no pyrite. 
11,271 – 11,274:  Silty mudstone: brown, fine to very fine grained, laminated sediment  
   with dark brown, horizontal lenses; moderate reaction to HCl; no healed  
   fractures; fossil fragments; no pyrite. 
11,274 – 11,277:  Silty mudstone: brown, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded  
   sediment with dark brown, horizontal lenses; no healed fractures; fossil  
   fragments; no pyrite. 
11,277 – 11,280:  Mudstone: brown, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded sediment  
   with dark brown, horizontal lenses; calcite-filled fractures; no fossils; no  
   pyrite. 
11,280:   Siltstone: brown, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded sediment;  
   moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; yellow,  
   elongate pyrite crystals; abrupt contact with the lower shale. 
 
API: 33-053-02806 NDIC File: 16652 Q/Q: NENW S-T-R: 22-150-95 
LEVANG 3-22H HELIS OIL AND GAS COMPANY, L.L.C. McKenzie County 
Depth   Description 
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10,650 – 10,653:  Mudstone: gray, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded sediment;  
   little to no reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; fossil fragments; no  
   pyrite; abrupt contact with upper shale. 
10,653 – 10,656:  Mudstone: gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled sediment with dark  
   gray, horizontal lenses; little to moderate reaction to HCl; no healed  
   fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
 10,653.8:  Blue epoxy/ red stain; Wackestone: no fossils; <5% porosity; euhedral  
   dolomite rhombs; angular quartz grains; rounded pyrite; open, horizontal  
   fractures; no organics.  
10,656 – 10,659:  Wackestone to mudstone: dark gray, medium to fine grained, massively  
   bedded sediment with dark gray, horizontal lenses; little or no reaction to  
   HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; yellow, elongate pyrite crystals. 
 10,659.5:  Blue epoxy/ red stain; Packstone: no fossils; <5% porosity; angular  
   quartz grains with calcite cement; globular pyrite; no fractures; no  
   organics.  
10,659 – 10,662:  Silty mudstone: brown and dark gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment; little to moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no  
   fossils; no pyrite. 
10,662 – 10,665:  Wackestone to silty mudstone: brown and dark gray, medium to fine  
   grained, mottled sediment; vigorous reaction to HCl; no healed fractures;  
   no fossils; light yellow, angular pyrite crystals. 
 10,663:  Blue epoxy/ red stain; Packstone: no fossils; <5% porosity; euhedral  
   dolomite rhombs; angular quartz grains; angular pyrite; no fractures; no  
   organics.  
10,665 – 10,668:  Silty mudstone: dark gray, fine to very fine grained, laminated sediment;  
   moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
10,668 – 10,671:  Mudstone: light gray and dark gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment; moderate reaction to HCl; healed fractures; no fossils; dark  
   yellow, angular sparse pyrite crystals. 
 10,668.6:  Blue epoxy/ red stain; Packstone: no fossils; <5% porosity; subhedral  
   dolomite rhombs; angular quartz grains; angular pyrite; no fractures; no  
   organics.  
10,671 – 10,674:  Silty mudstone: gray and dark gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment; no healed fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
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10,674 – 10,677:  Silty mudstone: brown and gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment with dark gray, horizontal lenses; little o no reaction to HCl;  
   healed fractures; fossil fragments; no pyrite. 
 10,676.5:  Blue epoxy/ red stain; Packstone: no fossils; <5% porosity; euhedral  
   dolomite rhombs; angular quartz grains; globular pyrite; no fractures; no  
   organics.  
10,677 – 10,680:  Silty mudstone: gray and dark gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment with dark gray, horizontal lenses; moderate reaction to HCl;  
   healed fractures; fossil fragments; no pyrite; section at 10,679.1 missing. 
10,680 – 10,683:  Mudstone: gray, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded sediment  
   with dark gray, horizontal lenses; little to no reaction to HCl; no healed  
   fractures; fossil fragments; no pyrite. 
10,683 – 10,686:  Sandy mudstone: gray, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded  
   sediment with dark gray, horizontal lenses and vugs; little to no reaction  
   to HCl; no healed fractures; fossil fragments; light yellow, elongate  
   pyrite crystals. 
 10,685.5:  Blue epoxy/ red stain; Packstone: no fossils; <5% porosity; subhedral  
   dolomite rhombs; angular quartz grains; globular pyrite; no fractures; no  
   organics.  
10,686 – 10,689:  Siltstone: brown and dark gray, fine to very fine grained, massively  
   bedded sediment with black, horizontal lenses and vugs; little to no  
   reaction to HCl; healed fractures; fossil fragments; no pyrite. 
10,689 – 10,692:  Mudstone: gray, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded sediment;  
   little to no reaction to HCl; healed fractures; fossil fragments; light  
   yellow, elongate pyrite crystals; abrupt contact with lower shale. 
 
API: 33-053-02853 NDIC File: 16985 Q/Q: NWNW  S-T-R: 16-152-96  
LARSEN 1-16H NEWFIELD PRODUCTION COMPANY McKenzie County 
Depth   Description 
10,486 – 10,489:  Silty mudstone: brown and dark gray, fine to very fine grained,  
   laminated sediment; vigorous reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no  
   fossils; no pyrite; abrupt contact with the upper shale. 
 10,487.5:  Blue epoxy/ red stain; Packstone: no fossils; <5% porosity; subhedral  
   dolomite rhombs; angular quartz grains; angular pyrite; open, horizontal  
   fractures; no organics.  
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10,489 – 10,492:  Mudstone to wackestone: light brown and brown, medium to fine  
   grained, laminated sediment with light brown lens s; moderate to  
   vigorous reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
 10,489:  Blue epoxy/ red stain; Packstone: no fossils; <5% porosity; euhedral  
   dolomite rhombs; angular quartz grains; angular pyrite; open, horizontal  
   fractures; no organics.  
 10,491.5:  Blue epoxy/ red stain; Packstone: ostracodes, gastropods, shell  
   fragments; >5% porosity; euhedral dolomite rhombs; angular quartz  
   grains; oolites; globular pyrite; no fractures; no organics.  
10,492 – 10,495:  Silty mudstone to wackestone: light gray, medium to fine grained,  
   massively bedded sediment; moderate to vigorous reaction to HCl; no  
   healed fractures, no fossils; no pyrite. 
 10,494:  Blue epoxy/ red stain; Grainstone: shell fragments; >5% porosity;  
   angular quartz grains in calcite cement; globular pyrite; no fractures; no  
   organics.  
10,495 – 10,498:  Siltstone: gray and brown, fine to very fine grained, mottled sediment;  
   vigorous reaction to HCl; healed fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
 10,497:  Blue epoxy; red stain; Packstone: no fossils; <5% porosity; subhedral  
   dolomite grains; angular quartz grains; globular pyrite; no fractures; no  
   organics.  
10,498 – 10,501:  Silty mudstone to wackestone: gray and brown, medium to fine grained,  
   mottled sediment with light brown, horizontal lens s; vigorous reaction  
   to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
10,501 – 10,504:  Silty mudstone: gray and brown, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment with light gray, horizontal lenses; moderate reaction to HCl; no  
   healed fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
 10,503.5:  Blue epoxy/ red stain; Packstone: no fossils; <5% porosity; subhedral  
   dolomite rhombs; angular quartz grains; globular pyrite; open, horizontal  
   fractures; no organics.  
10,504 – 10,507:  Silty mudstone: gray and dark gray, fine to very fine grained, laminated  
   sediment with light gray, horizontal lenses; vigorous reaction to HCl;  
   healed fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
 10,506.8:  Blue epoxy/ red stain; Packstone: no fossils; <5% porosity; subhedral  
   dolomite rhombs; angular quartz grains with calcite ement; rounded  
   pyrite; open, horizontal fractures; no organics.  
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10,507 – 10,510:  Mudstone: gray and brown, fine to very fine grained, mottled sediment;  
   moderate reaction to HCl; healed fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
 10,509.5:  Blue epoxy/ red stain; Packstone: no fossils; >5% porosity; subhedral  
   dolomite rhombs; angular quartz grains; angular pyrite; open, horizontal  
   fractures; no organics.  
10,510 – 10,513:  Silty mudstone: gray and dark gray, fine to very fine grained, laminated  
   sediment with light gray, horizontal lenses; moderate to vigorous  
   reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; light yellow, elongate  
   pyrite crystals. 
 10,512:  Blue epoxy/ red stain; Packstone: no fossils; <5% porosity; subhedral  
   dolomite rhombs; angular quartz grains; elongate pyrite; open, horizontal  
   fractures; no organics.  
10,513 – 10,516:  Silty mudstone: dark gray, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded  
   sediment with light gray, horizontal lenses; moderate to vigorous  
   reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; fossil fragments; dark yellow,  
   elongate pyrite crystals. 
 10,513.5:  Blue epoxy/ red stain; Packstone: no fossils; <5% porosity; euhedral  
   dolomite rhombs; angular quartz grains; elongate pyrite; no fractures; no  
   organics.  
10,516 – 10,519:  Siltstone: brown and dark gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment with dark gray, horizontal lenses; vigorous reaction to HCl; no  
   healed fractures; fossil fragments; light yellow, angular pyrite crystals. 
10,519 – 10,522:  Mudstone: gray and dark gray, fine to very fine grained, massively  
   bedded sediment with light and dark gray, horizontal lenses; moderate to  
   vigorous reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; fo sil fragments; light  
   yellow, rounded pyrite crystals. 
 10,521.5:  Blue epoxy/ red stain; Packstone: shell fragments, <5% porosity;  
   subhedral dolomite rhombs; angular quartz grains with calcite  
   cement; elongate pyrite; open, horizontal fractures; no organics.  
10,522 – 10,525:  Silty mudstone: light gray and dark gray, fine to very fine grained,  
   mottled sediment with dark gray, horizontal lenss; moderate to vigorous  
   reaction to HCl; no healed  fractures; fossil fragments; light yellow,  
   rounded pyrite crystals. 
10,525 – 10,528:  Silty mudstone to wackestone: dark gray, medium to fine grained, 
    massively bedded sediment; little to moderate reaction to HCl; no healed  
   fractures; fossil fragments;  no pyrite. 
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 10,527.5:  Blue epoxy/ red stain; Packstone: shell fragments, brachiopods; <5%  
   porosity; subhedral dolomite rhombs; angular quartz grains; elongate  
   pyrite; open, horizontal fractures; no organics.  
10,528 – 10,531:  Siltstone: dark gray, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded  
   sediment; healed fractures; fossil fragments; light yellow, elongate pyrite  
   crystals. 
 10,529.5:  Blue epoxy/ red stain; Packstone: shell fragments, ostracodes; <5%  
   porosity; angular quartz grains in muddy matrix; angular and cubic  
   pyrite; open, horizontal fractures; no organics.  
10,531 – 10,531.2:  Mudstone: dark gray, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded  
   sediment; little to moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; fossil  
   fragments; light yellow, rounded pyrite crystals; gradual contact with the  
   lower shale. 
 
API: 33-061-00179 NDIC File: 4113 Q/Q: SENW S-T-R: 4-150-93 FORT 
BERTHOLD ALLOTTEE 437 #A1  TEXACO INC. Mountrail County 
Depth   Description 
 10,727:  No dyed epoxy/ no stain; Grainstone: no fossils; unable to determine  
   porosity; rounded quartz grains in crystalline cement; no pyrite; no  
   fractures; no organics. 
 
API: 33-061-00187 NDIC File: 5088 Q/Q: NENW S-T-R: 35-156-93 L. 
TEXEL #21-35  SHELL OIL CO. Mountrail County 
Depth   Description 
10,171 – 10,174:  Mudstone: light brown, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded  
   sediment with calcite vugs; moderate reaction to HCl; no healed  
   fractures; fossil fragments; dark yellow, rounded pyrite crystals.; abrupt  
   contact with upper shale. 
 10,171:  No dyed epoxy/ no stain; Fossiliferous Grainstone: shell fragments,  
   ostracodes, crinoids; unable to determine porosity; ubhedral dolomite  
   rhombs; rounded quartz grains; rounded pyrite; op n, horizontal  
   fractures; no organics. 
 10,172:  No dyed epoxy/ no stain; Grainstone: shell fragments, ostracodes,  
   crinoids; unable to determine porosity; euhedral olomite rhombs;  
   elongate pyrite; no fractures; no organics. 
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10,174 – 10,177:  Silty mudstone to wackestone: light brown, fine to very fine grained,  
   laminated sediment; moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no  
   fossils; dark yellow, rounded pyrite grains. 
10,177 – 10,180:  Silty mudstone: light brown, fine to very fine grained, mottled sediment;  
   moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
 10,177:  No dyed epoxy/ no stain; Fossiliferous Grainstone: crinoids, shell  
   fragments, bryozoans, ostracodes; unable to determin  porosity; angular  
   quartz grains; coated grains; rounded pyrite; no fractures; no organics. 
10,180 – 10,183:  Mudstone: light brown and brown, fine to very fine grained, laminated  
   sediment; moderate reaction to HCl; healed fractures; no fossils; no  
   pyrite. 
 10,180.2A:  Blue epoxy/ no stain; Grainstone:  no fossils; <5% porosity; subhedral  
   dolomite rhombs; rounded quartz grains; elongate pyrite; open,  
   horizontal fractures; no organics. 
 10,180.2B:  Blue epoxy/ no stain; Packstone: no fossils; <5% porosity; subhedral  
   dolomite rhombs; rounded quartz grains; elongate pyrite; open,  
   horizontal fractures; no organics. 
 10,182:  Blue epoxy/ no stain; Grainstone: shell fragments; <5% porosity; angular  
   quartz grains; elongate pyrite; no fractures; no organics. 
10,183 – 10,186:  Silty mudstone to wackestone: light brown, medium to fine grained,  
   massively bedded sediment; little to moderate reaction to HCl; healed  
   fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
 10,183:  No dyed epoxy/ red stain; Fossiliferous Packstone: shell fragments,  
   crinoids, ostracodes, brachiopods; angular quartz grains; rounded pyrite;  
   no fractures; no organics. 
 10,184.5:  No dyed epoxy/ no stain: Grainstone: shll fragments; unable to  
   determine porosity; euhedral dolomite rhombs; angular quartz grains;  
   globular pyrite; open, horizontal fractures; no organics. 
 10,185.4:  Dyed epoxy/ no stain; Grainstone: gastropods, shell fragments; <5%  
   porosity; rounded quartz grains; rounded pyrite; no fractures; no  
   organics. 
10,186 – 10,189:  Silty mudstone to wackestone: gray, medium to fine grained, massively  
   bedded sediment; moderate reaction to HCl; healed fractures; no fossils;  
   no pyrite. 
10,189 – 10,192:  Mudstone: gray, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded sediment;  
   moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
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 10,189:  Blue epoxy/ no stain: Wackestone: shell fragments; <5% porosity;  
   subhedral dolomite rhombs; rounded quartz grains; globular pyrite; open,  
   horizontal fractures; no organics. 
10,192 – 10,195:  Mudstone: gray, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded sediment;  
   moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
 10,193:  Blue epoxy/ no stain; Packstone: no fossils; <5% porosity; subhedral  
   dolomite rhombs; rounded quartz grains; globular pyrite; open,  
   horizontal fractures; no organics. 
10,195 – 10,198:  Mudstone: gray, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded sediment;  
   moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
 10,197:  No dyed epoxy; no stain; Wackestone: no fossils; unable to determine  
   porosity; subhedral dolomite rhombs; rounded quartz grains; elongate  
   pyrite; open, horizontal fractures; no organics. 
 10,197.4:  No dyed epoxy/ no stain; Packstone: no fossils; unable to determine  
   porosity; subhedral dolomite rhombs; elongate and globular pyrite; no  
   fractures; no organics. 
10,198 – 10,201:  Mudstone: gray and brown, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded  
   sediment; little to no reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; no  
   pyrite. 
 10,198:  No dyed epoxy/ no stain; Packstone: no fossils; unable to determine  
   porosity; euhedral dolomite rhombs; angular quartz g ains; rounded  
   pyrite; no fractures; no organics. 
10,201 – 10,204:  Mudstone: gray and brown, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded  
   sediment; little to no reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; fossil  
   fragments; no pyrite. 
10,204 – 10,207:  Mudstone: gray and brown, fine to very fine grained, mottled sediment;  
   little to moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; dark  
   yellow, rounded pyrite crystals. 
10,207 – 10,210:  Silty mudstone to wackestone: gray and brown, medium to fine grained,  
   massively bedded sediment with dark brown, horizontal lenses; no  
   healed fractures; no fossils; dark yellow, rounded pyrite crystals. 
10,210 – 10,213:  Silty mudstone to wackestone: gray and brown, medium to fine grained,  
   mottled sediment with dark gray, horizontal lenss; little to moderate  
   reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; dark yellow, rounded  
   pyrite crystals. 
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 10,211:  Blue epoxy; no stain; Packstone: no fossils; unable to determine porosity;  
   euhedral dolomite rhombs; angular quartz grains; a gular pyrite; no  
   fractures; no organics. 
10,213 – 10,216:  Mudstone: brown and gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled sediment  
   with dark gray, horizontal lenses; little to no reaction to HCl; no healed  
   fractures; fossil fragments; no pyrite. 
10,216 – 10,219:  Mudstone: gray and brown, fine to very fine grained, mottled sediment  
   with dark gray, horizontal lenses; little to no reaction to HCl; no healed  
   fractures; fossil fragments; no pyrite. 
 10,216:  No dyed epoxy/ red stain; Grainstone: gastropods, shell fragments,  
   crinoids; <5% porosity; rounded quartz grains; rounded pyrite; no  
   fractures; no organics. 
 10,217:  No dyed epoxy/ no stain; Oolitic Grainstoe: gastropods, shell  
   fragments, crinoids; unable to determine porosity; rounded quartz grains;  
   oolites and coated grains; globular pyrite; no fractures; no organics.  
 10,217.4:  No dyed epoxy/ no stain; Packstone: no fossils; unable to determine  
   porosity; subhedral dolomite rhombs; angular quartz grains; globular  
   pyrite; open, horizontal fractures; no organics. 
10,219 – 10,222:  Mudstone: light gray and brown, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment with dark gray, horizontal lenses; little o no reaction to HCl;  
   no healed fractures; no fossils;  dark yellow, rounded pyrite crystals. 
10,222 – 10,225:  Mudstone: light gray and brown, fine to very fine grained, mottled 
   sediment with dark gray, horizontal lenses; little o moderate reaction to  
   HCl; no healed fractures; fossil fragments; no pyrite. 
10,225 – 10,228:  Mudstone: gray and dark brown, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment with dark gray, horizontal lenses; moderate reaction to HCl; no  
   healed fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
 10,226:  No dyed epoxy/ no stain; Packstone: no fossils; unable to determine  
   porosity; euhedral dolomite rhombs; rounded quartz grains; angular  
   pyrite; open, horizontal fractures; no organics. 
10,228 – 10,231:  Siltstone: gray and dark brown, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment with dark gray, horizontal lenses; moderate reaction to HCl; no  
   healed fractures; no fossils; dark orange, angular pyrite crystals. 
10,231 – 10,234:  Mudstone: gray and brown, fine to very fine grained, mottled sediment  
   with dark gray, horizontal lenses; no healed fractures; fossil fragments;  
   no pyrite. 
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10,234 – 10,237:  Silty mudstone: light gray and brown, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment with dark gray, horizontal lenses; moderate reaction to HCl; no  
   healed fractures; fossil fragments; no pyrite. 
10,237 – 10,239:  Mudstone: brown, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded sediment;  
   little to moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; no  
   pyrite; gradual contact with the lower shale. 
 10,238:  No dyed epoxy/ no stain; Grainstone: shell fragments; unable to  
   determine porosity; euhedral dolomite rhombs; rounded quartz grains;  
   elongate pyrite; open, horizontal fractures; no organics. 
 
API: 33-061-00252 NDIC File: 7851 Q/Q: NESE S-T-R: 11-155-91 
ROGSTAD #1-11 BROOKS EXPLORATION, INC.  Mountrail County 
Depth   Description 
9,386 – 9,389:   Mudstone: light brown and brown, fi e to very fine grained, laminated  
   sediment; moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; fossil  
   fragments; no pyrite; abrupt contact with upper shale. 
 9,387:   Blue epoxy/ no stain; Packstone: no fossils; <5% porosity; subhedral  
   dolomite rhombs; angular quartz grains; globular pyrite; no fractures;  
   organics.  
9,389 – 9,392:   Siltstone: light brown, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded  
   sediment; moderate to vigorous reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no  
   fossils; yellow, angular pyrite crystals. 
 9,391.6:  Blue epoxy/ no stain; Packstone: no fossils; <5% porosity; subhedral  
   dolomite rhombs; angular quartz grains; rounded pyrite; open, horizontal  
   fractures; no organics.  
9,392 – 9,395:   Silty mudstone: light brown and brown, fine to very fine grained,  
   laminated sediment; moderate to vigorous reaction to HCl; no healed  
   fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
 9,392:   Blue epoxy/ no stain; Packstone: no fossils; <5% porosity; euhedral  
   dolomite rhombs; angular quartz grains; angular pyrite; no fractures; no  
   organics.  
 9,393.2:  Blue epoxy/ no stain; Packstone: no fossils; <5% porosity; subhedral  
   dolomite rhombs; angular quartz grains; rounded pyrite; no fractures;  
   organics.  
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9,395 – 9,398:   Silty mudstone: light brown and brown, fine to very fine grained,  
   laminated sediment; moderate to vigorous reaction to HCl; no healed  
   fractures; no fossils; yellow, angular pyrite crystals. 
 9,395.3:  Blue epoxy/ no stain; Wackestone: no fossils; <5% porosity; subhedral  
   dolomite rhombs; angular quartz grains; rounded pyrite; healed,  
   horizontal fractures; no organics.  
 9,397:   Blue epoxy/ no stain; Packstone: shell fragments; <5% porosity; euhedral  
   dolomite rhombs; angular quartz grains; rounded pyrite; open, horizontal  
   fractures; no organics.  
9,398 – 9,401:   Sandy mudstone: light brown and brown, fine to very fine grained,  
   mottled sediment with dark brown, horizontal lens s; moderate to  
   vigorous reaction to HCl; calcite-filled fractures; no fossils; dark yellow,  
   rounded pyrite crystals. 
9,401 – 9,404:   Mudstone: light brown and brown, fi e to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment with dark brown, horizontal lenses; moderate reaction to HCl;  
   no healed fractures; fossil fragments; no pyrite. 
 9,401.3:  Blue epoxy/ no stain; Packstone: no fossils; <5% porosity; euhedral  
   dolomite rhombs; angular quartz grains; angular pyrite; no fractures; no  
   organics.  
9,404 – 9,407:   Siltstone: brown, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded sediment  
   with dark brown, horizontal lenses; little to moderate reaction to HCl; no  
   healed fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
9,407 – 9,410:   Mudstone: light brown and brown, fi e to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment with dark brown, horizontal lenses; little o moderate reaction  
   to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; dark yellow, angular pyrite  
   crystals. 
 9,408.4:  Blue epoxy/ no stain; Packstone: no fossils; <5% porosity; euhedral  
   dolomite rhombs; angular quartz grains; rounded pyrite; no fractures; no  
   organics.  
9,410 – 9,413:   Mudstone: light brown and brown, fi e to very fine grained, massively  
   bedded sediment with dark brown, horizontal lenses; little to moderate  
   reaction to HCl; calcite-filled fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
9,413 – 9,416:   Silty mudstone: brown, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded  
   sediment with dark brown, horizontal lenses; little o moderate reaction  
   to HCl; no healed fractures; fossil fragments; no pyrite. 
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 9,414.5:  Blue epoxy/ no stain; Packstone: no fossils; <5% porosity; euhedral  
   dolomite rhombs; angular quartz grains; rounded pyrite; no fractures; no  
   organics.  
9,416 – 9,417:   Silty mudstone: light brown and brown, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment with dark brown, horizontal lenses; calcite-healed fractures; no  
   fossils; no pyrite; abrupt contact with lower shale. 
 
API: 33-061-00398 NDIC File: 12807 Q/Q: SESE S-T-R: 36-154-93 AHEL 
ET AL SANISH #36-44 H4 AMERICAN HUNTER EXPLORATION LTD. 
Mountrail County 
Depth   Description 
10,413.4 – 10,416:  Silty mudstone to siltstone: light gray to light brown, fine to very fine  
   grained, mottled sediment; no healed fractures; no fossil fragments;  
   yellow, rounded pyrite crystals; abrupt contact with the upper shale. 
10,416 – 10,419:  Silty mudstone: light gray and light brown, fine to very fine grained,  
   mottled sediment; vigorous reaction to HCl; calcite-filled fractures; fossil  
   fragments; no pyrite. 
 10,418:  Blue epoxy/ no stain; Packstone: no fossils; <5% porosity; subhedral  
   dolomite rhombs in muddy matrix; rounded pyrite; open, horizontal  
   fractures; no organics. 
10,419 – 10,422:  Mudstone: light gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled and laminated  
   sediment; moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; fossil  
   fragments; yellow, elongate pyrite crystals. 
10,422 – 10,425:  Silty mudstone: light gray to light brown, fine to very fine grained,  
   massively bedded sediment; moderate reaction to HCl; no healed  
   fractures; no fossils; yellow, rounded pyrite crystals. 
10,425 – 10,428:  Silty mudstone: light gray and light brown, fine to very fine grained,  
   mottled and laminated sediment; moderate to vigorous reaction to HCl;  
   no healed fractures; no fossils; yellow, angular pyrite crystals. 
 10,425.5:  Blue epoxy/ no stain; Packstone: shell fragments; <5% porosity; angular  
   quartz grains; coated grains; oolites; elongate pyrite; open, horizontal  
   fractures; organics. 
10,428 – 10,431:  Wackestone: light gray and light brown, medium to fine grained,  
   massively bedded sediment; vigorous reaction to HCl; calcite-filled  
   fractures; fossil fragments; no pyrite; section from 10,432 to 10, 459  
   missing. 
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10,460 – 10,463:  Silty mudstone: light gray and light brown, fine to very fine grained,  
   sediment with rip-up clasts and dark gray, horizontal lenses; moderate to  
   vigorous reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; fo sil fragments; light  
   yellow, angular pyrite crystals. 
10,463 – 10,466:  Siltstone: light gray and light brown, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment with dark gray, horizontal lenses; vigorous reaction to HCl; no  
   healed fractures; fossil fragments; no pyrite. 
10,466 – 10,469:  Silty mudstone: light gray and light brown, fine to very fine grained,  
   mottled sediment with dark gray, horizontal lenss; moderate to vigorous  
   reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; fossil fragments; light yellow,  
   rounded pyrite. 
 10,468.4:  Blue epoxy/ no stain; Packstone: no fossils; <5% porosity; subhedral  
   dolomite rhombs; rounded quartz grains; elongate pyrite; open,  
   horizontal fractures; no organics.  
10,469 – 10,472:  Silty mudstone: light gray and light brown, fine to very fine grained  
   sediment with dark gray, horizontal lenses; moderate to vigorous reaction  
   to HCl; no healed fractures; fossil fragments; no pyrite. 
10,472 – 10,475:  Mudstone: light gray and light brown, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment with dark gray, horizontal lenses; moderate reaction to HCl; no  
   healed fractures; fossil fragments; no pyrite. 
10,475 – 10,478:  Silty mudstone: light brown and light gray, fine to very fine grained,  
   mottled sediment with gray, horizontal lenses; moderate reaction to HCl;  
   no healed fractures; fossil fragments; no pyrite. 
10,478:   Mudstone: light gray, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded  
   sediment; moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; fossil  
   fragments; no pyrite; gradual contact with lower shale. 
 
API: 33-061-00495 NDIC File: 16068 Q/Q: SESE S-T-R: 1-152-93 
BARTLESON 44-1H  WHITING OIL AND GAS CORPORATION Mountrail 
County 
Depth   Description 
10,226 – 10,229:  Mudstone: dark gray, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded  
   sediment with dark gray, horizontal lenses; little o no reaction to HCl;  
   no healed fractures; fossil fragments; light yellow, rounded pyrite  
   crystals. 
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 10,227.5:  Blue epoxy/ red stain; Grainstone: no fossils; <5% porosity; euhedral  
   dolomite rhombs; angular quartz grains; calcite and dolomite cement;  
   angular pyrite; open, horizontal fractures; no organics. 
10,229 – 10,232:  Mudstone: dark gray and dark brown, fine to very fine grained,  
   laminated sediment; little to no reaction to HCl; no healed fractures;  
   fossil fragments; no pyrite. 
10,232 – 10,235:  Mudstone: brown and dark brown, fine to very fine grained, laminated  
   sediment with black, horizontal lenses; little to moderate reaction to HCl;  
   no healed fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
10,235 – 10,238:  Mudstone: brown and dark brown, fine to very fine grained, laminated  
   sediment; moderate to vigorous reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no  
   fossils; dark yellow, rounded pyrite crystals. 
10,238 – 10,241:  Silty mudstone: brown and dark brown, fine to very fine grained,  
   laminated sediment; little to moderate reaction o HCl; calcite vugs and  
   calcite-filled fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
10,241 – 10,244:  Siltstone: brown and dark brown, fine to very fine grained, laminated  
   sediment; little to no reaction to HCl; calcite-filled fractures; no fossils;  
   no pyrite.  
 10,243:  Blue epoxy/ red stain; Grainstone: no fossils; <5% porosity; euhedral  
   dolomite rhombs; angular quartz grains; calcite and dolomite cement;  
   rounded pyrite; no fractures; no organics. 
10,244 – 10,247:  Mudstone: dark brown, fine to very fine grained, mottled sediment; little  
   to no reaction to HCl; healed fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
 10,246:  Blue epoxy/ red stain; Grainstone: no fossils; <5% porosity; subhedral  
   dolomite rhombs; angular quartz grains; calcite ement; elongate pyrite;  
   no fractures; no organics. 
10,247 – 10,250:  Mudstone: brown and dark brown, fine to very fine grained, laminated  
   sediment; moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; no  
   pyrite. 
10,250 – 10,253:  Silty mudstone: brown and dark brown, fine to very fine grained,  
   laminated sediment; little to moderate reaction o HCl; no healed  
   fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
10,253 – 10,256:  Mudstone: brown and dark brown, fine to very fine grained, laminated  
   sediment; little to moderate reaction to HCl; healed fractures; no fossils;  
   no pyrite. 
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10,256 – 10,259:  Silty mudstone: brown and dark brown, fine to very fine grained,  
   laminated sediment; moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no  
   fossils; no pyrite. 
10,259 – 10,262:  Mudstone to wackestone: brown and d rk brown, medium to fine  
   grained, mottled sediment; little to moderate reaction to HCl; no healed  
   fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
10,262 – 10,265:  Silty mudstone: brown and dark brown, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment with dark brown or black, horizontal lens s; little to moderate  
   reaction to HCl; healed fractures; fossil fragments; yellow, rounded  
   pyrite crystals. 
 10,263:  Blue epoxy/ red stain; Packstone: crinoids, shell fragments; subhedral  
   dolomite rhombs; angular quartz grains; calcite ement; rounded pyrite;  
   open, horizontal fractures; no organics.  
10,265 – 10,268:  Siltstone: brown, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded sediment  
   with dark brown or black, horizontal lenses; little to no reaction to HCl;  
   healed fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
10,268 – 10,271:  Mudstone: brown and dark brown, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment with dark brown or black, horizontal lens s; little to moderate  
   reaction to HCl; healed fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
10,271 – 10,274:  Silty mudstone: brown and dark brown, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment with dark brown, horizontal lenses; moderate reaction to HCl;  
   healed fractures; healed fractures; fossil fragments; no pyrite. 
10,274 – 10,277:  Mudstone: brown and dark brown, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment with dark brown, horizontal lenses; little o no reaction to HCl;  
   calcite-filled vugs; no fossils; no pyrite. 
 10,276:  Blue epoxy/ red stain; Packstone: shell fragments; <5% porosity;  
   euhedral dolomite rhombs; angular quartz grains; elongate pyrite; open,  
   horizontal fractures; no organics. 
10,277 – 10,279:  Siltstone: dark brown, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded  
   sediment; little to moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; fossil  
   fragments; no pyrite; abrupt contact with lower shale. 
 
API: 33-061-00520 NDIC File: 16497 Q/Q: NWNW S-T-R: 10-152-90 HOFF 
1-10H  EOG RESOURCES, INC. Mountrail County 
Depth   Description 
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9,535 – 9,538:   Silty mudstone: gray and dark gray, fine to very fine grained, laminated  
   sediment with dark gray, horizontal lenses; vigorous reaction to HCl; no  
   healed fractures; no fossils; no pyrite; no contact with upper shale. 
9,538 – 9,541:   Mudstone: gray and dark gray, fine to very fine grained, laminated  
   sediment with light gray, horizontal lenses; little to moderate reaction to  
   HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
9,541 – 9,544:   Silty mudstone: gray and dark gray, fine to very fine grained, laminated  
   sediment with light gray, horizontal lenses; little to no reaction to HCl;  
   no healed fractures; no fossils; light yellow, angular pyrite crystals. 
9,544 – 9,547:   Mudstone: gray and dark gray, fine to very fine grained, laminated  
   sediment; little to no reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; no  
   pyrite. 
9,547 – 9,550:   Siltstone: gray and dark gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled sediment;  
   vigorous reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
9,550 – 9,553:   Silty mudstone: gray and dark gray, fine to very fine grained, laminated  
   sediment; little to moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no  
   fossils; no pyrite; section at 9,550.6 missing, core begins again at 9,562. 
9,562 – 9,565:   Mudstone: gray and dark gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment with dark gray, horizontal lenses; little o moderate reaction to  
   HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
9,565 – 9,568:   Silty mudstone: gray and dark gray, fine to very fine grained, laminated  
   sediment with dark gray, horizontal lenses; vigorous reaction to HCl; no  
   healed fractures; fossil fragments; light yellow, elongate pyrite crystals. 
9,568 – 9,571:   Mudstone: gray and dark gray, fine to very fine grained, laminated  
   sediment; moderate to vigorous reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no  
   fossils; no pyrite. 
9,571 – 9,574:   Mudstone: gray and dark gray, fine to very fine grained, laminated  
   sediment; moderate to vigorous reaction to HCl; healed fractures; no  
   fossils; no pyrite; section at 9,573.9 ft. missing; abrupt contact with the  
   lower shale. 
 
API: 33-061-00535 NDIC File: 16637 Q/Q: LOT 4 S-T-R: 1-152-90 LONG 
1-01H  EOG RESOURCES, INC. Mountrail County 
Depth   Description 
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9,138 – 9,141:   Silty mudstone: gray, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded  
   sediment; moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; fossil  
   fragments; yellow, rounded pyrite; abrupt contact with upper shale. 
9,141 – 9,144:   Siltstone to wackestone: gray and dark gray, medium to fine grained  
   laminae; little to moderate reaction to HCl; spar-filled fractures; fossil  
   fragments; no pyrite. 
9,144 – 9,147:   Mudstone: gray and dark gray, fine to very fine grained, massively  
   bedded sediment; little to moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures;  
   no fossils; no pyrite. 
9,147 – 9,150:   Mudstone: gray and dark gray, fine to very fine  grained, wavy laminae;  
   little to moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; dark  
   yellow, elongate pyrite crystals. 
9,150 – 9,153:   Silty mudstone: light gray and dark gray, fine to very fine grained,  
   mottled sediment with black, horizontal lenses and calcite vugs;  
   moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; fo sil fragments; no  
   pyrite. 
9,153 – 9,156:   Mudstone: light and dark gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment; little to moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no  
   fossils; no pyrite. 
9,156 – 9,159:   Siltstone to mudstone: gray and dark gray, fine to very fine grained,  
   mottled sediment; little to no reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no  
   fossils; no pyrite. 
9,159 – 9,162:   Mudstone: gray and dark gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment with dark gray, horizontal lenses; little o no reaction to HCl;  
   no healed fractures; no fossils; dark yellow to orange, elongate pyrite  
   crystals. 
9,162 – 9,165:   Silty mudstone: gray and dark gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment; little to moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; fossil  
   fragments; no pyrite. 
9,165 – 9,168:   Mudstone: gray and dark gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment with dark gray, horizontal lenses; moderate reaction to HCl;  
   healed fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
9,168 – 9,171:   Mudstone: gray, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded sediment  
   with dark gray, horizontal lenses; healed fractures; fossil fragments and  
   shells; dark yellow, rounded pyrite. 
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9,171 – 9,174:   Sandy mudstone to Wackestone: gray, medium to fine grained,  
   massively bedded sediment with dark gray, horizontal lenses; healed  
   fractures; fossil fragments; no pyrite; abrupt contact with lower shale. 
 
API: 33-061-00571 NDIC File: 16799 Q/Q: SWSE S-T-R: 27-153-89 
PATTEN 1-27H HUNT OIL COMPANY Mountrail County 
Depth   Description 
9,067 – 9,070:   Silty mudstone: gray, fine to very fine grained massively bedded  
   sediment; little to no reaction to HCl; healed fractures; no fossils; light  
   yellow, elongate pyrite crystals; abrupt contact with the upper shale. 
9,070 – 9,073:   Mudstone: gray and dark gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment with light gray and dark gray, horizontal lenses; little to no  
   reaction to HCl; healed fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
9,073 – 9,076:   Silty mudstone to wackestone: light gray and dark gray, medium to fine  
   grained, mottled sediment with light gray and dark gray, horizontal  
   lenses; little to no reaction to HCl; healed fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
9,076 – 9,709:   Mudstone to silty mudstone: light ray and brown, fine to very fine  
   grained, laminated sediment; vigorous reaction to HCl; healed fractures;  
   no fossils; no pyrite. 
9,079 – 9,082:   Silty mudstone to wackestone: light gray and brown, medium to fine  
   grained, laminated sediment; vigorous reaction to HCl; no healed  
   fractures; no fossils; dark yellow, disseminated pyrite crystals. 
9,082 – 9,085:   Silty mudstone to wackestone: brown and gray, medium to fine grained,  
   laminated sediment; vigorous reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no  
   fossils; dark yellow, disseminated pyrite crystals. 
9,085 – 9,086.1:  Silty mudstone to wackestone: brown and gray, medium to fine grained,  
   massively bedded sediment; vigorous reaction to HCl; healed fractures;  
   no fossils; dark yellow, disseminated pyrite crystals; abrupt contact with  
   the lower shale. 
 
API: 33-061-00587 NDIC File: 16862 Q/Q: SWSE S-T-R: 5-155-89 
MCALMOND 1-05H  EOG RESOURCES, INC.  Mountrail County 
Depth   Description 
8,824 – 8,827:   Wackestone to mudstone: gray, medium to fine grained, massively  
   bedded sediment with dark gray, horizontal lenses; little to no reaction to  
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   HCl; no healed fractures; fossil fragments; orange, rounded pyrite  
   crystals; abrupt contact with upper shale. 
 8,824D:  Blue epoxy/ red stain; Wackestone: shell fragments; <5% porosity;  
   subhedral dolomite rhombs; angular quartz grains; a gular pyrite; no  
   fractures; no organics.  
8,827 – 8,830:   Mudstone to silty mudstone: light ray and gray, fine to very fine  
   grained, mottled sediment; moderate to vigorous eaction to HCl; no  
   healed fractures; fossil fragments; no pyrite. 
 8,829D:  Blue epoxy/ red stain; Packstone: no fossils; <5% porosity; subhedral  
   dolomite rhombs; angular quartz grains; globular pyrite; no fractures; no  
   organics. 
8,830 – 8,833:   Mudstone: light gray and gray, fine to very fine grained, laminated  
   sediment; little to no reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; no  
   pyrite. 
 8,832:   Blue epoxy; red stain; Packstone: no fossils; >5% porosity; subhedral  
   dolomite rhombs; angular quartz grains; globular pyrite; open, horizontal  
   fractures; no organics. 
8,833 – 8,836:   Silty mudstone: light gray and gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment; little to no reaction to HCl; no fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
 8,834B:  Blue epoxy/ red stain; Packstone: shell fragments; <5% porosity;  
   subhedral dolomite rhombs; angular quartz grains; elongate pyrite; open,  
   horizontal fractures; no organics. 
8,836 – 8,839:   Mudstone: light gray and gray, fine to very fine grained, laminated  
   sediment with dark gray, horizontal lenses; little o no reaction to HCl;  
   no healed fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
8,839 – 8,841:   Silty mudstone: light gray and brown, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment with dark gray, horizontal lenses; little o no reaction to HCl;  
   no healed fractures; no fossils; light yellow, elongate pyrite crystals. 
 8,840:   Blue epoxy/ red stain; Wackestone: no fossils; <5% porosity; euhedral  
   dolomite rhombs; angular quartz grains; rounded pyrite; healed,  
   horizontal fractures; no organics. 
8,841 – 8,844:   Silty mudstone: light gray and gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment with dark gray, horizontal lenses; vigorous reaction to HCl; no  
   healed fractures; fossil fragments; dark yellow, rounded pyrite crystals. 
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8,844 – 8,847:   Silty mudstone: light gray and gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment with dark gray, horizontal lenses; vigorous reaction to HCl; no  
   healed fractures; no fossils; dark yellow, rounded pyrite crystals. 
8,847 – 8,850:   Mudstone: gray, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded sediment  
   with dark gray, horizontal lenses; vigorous reaction to HCl; no healed  
   fractures; fossil fragments; light yellow, rounded pyrite crystals. 
8,850 – 8,851:   Sandy mudstone: gray, fine to veryfine grained, massively bedded  
   sediment with dark gray, horizontal lenses; vigorous reaction to HCl; no  
   healed fractures; fossil fragments; dark orange, angular pyrite crystals;  
   gradual contact with lower shale. 
 8,851B:  Blue epoxy/ red stain; Wackestone: brachiopods, shell fragments,  
   ostracodes; <5% porosity; angular quartz grains with dolomite cement; 
    globular pyrite; no fractures; no organics.  
 
API: 33-075-00873 NDIC File: 8637 Q/Q: SENE S-T-R: 18-161-8 
PIERCE #1-18  CLARION RESOURCES, INC.  Renville County 
Depth   Description 
6,760 – 6,763:   Mudstone to wackestone: gray, medium to fine grained, massively  
   bedded sediment with dark gray, horizontal lenses; calcite vugs; fossil  
   fragments; no pyrite; abrupt contact with the upper shale. 
6,763 – 6,766:   Silty mudstone: light gray and gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment; moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; fossil  
   fragments; no pyrite. 
6,766 – 6,769:   Silty mudstone: gray and dark gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment; moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; no  
   pyrite. 
6,769 – 6,772:   Silty mudstone: light gray and dark gray, fine to very fine grained, wavy  
   laminated sediment; little to moderate reaction o HCl; no healed  
   fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
6,772 – 6,775:   Sandy mudstone: gray and dark gray, fine to very fine grained, laminated  
   sediment; little to moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no  
   fossils; no pyrite. 
6,775 – 6,778:   Mudstone to wackestone: gray, medium to fine grained, laminated  
   sediment; little to no reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils;  
   orange to dark yellow, angular pyrite  crystals. 
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6,778 – 6,781:   Mudstone to wackestone: light gray, medium to vine grained, laminated  
   sediment; little to moderate reaction to HCl; no healed; no fossils; dark  
   yellow, rounded pyrite crystals. 
6,781 – 6,784:   Siltstone to wackestone: gray, medium to fine grained laminated  
   sediment; moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; dark  
   yellow, rounded pyrite crystals; abrupt contact with the lower shale. 
 
API: 33-101-00260 NDIC File: 8177 Q/Q: SESE S-T-R: 18-151-87 
DOBRINSKI #18-44  MARATHON OIL COMPANY  Ward County 
Depth   Description 
8,639.1 – 8,642:  Mudstone: dark gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled sediment; little  
   no to reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; replaced fossil fragments; no  
   pyrite; gradual contact with upper shale. 
8,642 – 8,645:   Mudstone: gray, fine to very fine grained, uniformly bedded sediment;  
   little to no reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; replaced fossil 
    fragments; no pyrite. 
8,645 – 8,648:   Mudstone: gray and dark gray, fine to very fine grained, horizontal  
   laminae; moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; replaced fossil  
   fragments; no pyrite. 
8,648 – 8,651:   Mudstone: dark gray, fine to very fine grained, uniformly bedded  
   sediment; little to no reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; no  
   pyrite. 
 8,650.5:  Blue epoxy/ red stain; Oolitic Grainstone: shell fragments, gastropods,  
   brachiopod; <5% porosity; rounded quartz grains; calcite cement; coated  
   grains; angular pyrite; no fractures; no organics. 
8,651 – 8,654:   Mudstone: gray, fine to very fine grained, uniformly bedded sediment;  
   little to no reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; dark yellow,  
   angular pyrite crystals. 
8,654 – 8,657:   Silty mudstone: gray and dark gray, fine to very fine grained, finely  
   laminated; little to no reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; no  
   pyrite.  
8,657 – 8,660:   Mudstone: brown to dark gray, fineto very fine grained, uniformly  
   bedded; little to no reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; dark  
   yellow, angular pyrite. 
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8,660 – 8,663:   Mudstone: dark gray, fine to very fine grained, uniformly bedded  
   sediment; little to no reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; dark  
   yellow, round pyrite crystals. 
8,662.1:   Mudstone: dark gray, fine to very fine grained, uniformly bedded  
   sediment; little to no reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; dark  
   yellow, rounded pyrite crystals; abrupt contact with lower shale. 
 
API: 33-101-00273 NDIC File: 8699 Q/Q: NENE S-T-R: 20-160-89 
FLECKTEN #1-20  CLARION RESOURCES, INC.  Ward County 
Depth   Description 
7,654 – 7,657:   Mudstone: light brown, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded  
   sediment; moderate to vigorous reaction to HCl; no healed fractures;  
   fossil fragments; yellow, rounded pyrite; abrupt contact with upper shale. 
7,657 – 7,660:   Silty mudstone: light brown, fine to very fine grained, massively bedded  
   sediment; moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; fossil  
   fragments; no pyrite. 
7,660 – 7,663:   Silty mudstone: light brown and brown, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment; little to moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no  
   fossils; no pyrite. 
7,663 – 7,666:   Mudstone: light brown and brown, fi e to very fine grained, laminated  
   sediment; little to moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no  
   fossils; no pyrite. 
7,666 – 7,669:   Mudstone: light brown and brown, fi e to very fine grained, laminated  
   sediment; little to moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; fossil  
   fragments; no pyrite. 
7,669 – 7,672:   Mudstone: brown, fine to very fine grained, laminated sediment;  
   moderate to vigorous reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; no  
   pyrite. 
7,672 – 7,675:   Mudstone to silty mudstone: brown, fine to very fine grained, laminated  
   sediment; little to moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; fossil  
   fragments; dark yellow, rounded pyrite crystals. 
7,675 – 7,678:   Silty mudstone: brown and dark brown, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment; moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; dark  
   yellow, elongate pyrite crystals. 
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7,678 – 7,681:   Mudstone: brown and dark brown, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment; little to moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no  
   fossils; dark yellow, rounded pyrite crystals. 
7,681 – 7,684:   Silty mudstone to siltstone: brown and dark brown, fine to very fine  
   grained, mottled sediment with dark brown, horizntal lenses; little to  
   moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; dark yellow,  
   rounded pyrite crystals. 
7,684 – 7,687.9:  Siltstone: brown and dark brown, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment; little to moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; fossil  
   fragments; dark yellow, rounded pyrite crystals; brupt contact with  
   lower shale. 
 
API: 33-105-00606 NDIC File: 3007 Q/Q: C NE S-T-R: 30-159-95 
HAMLET U.#2  DALLEA PETROLEUM CORP. Williams County 
Depth   Description 
9,413 – 9,416:   Dolomitic wackestone: light gray, fine to very fine grained, massively  
   bedded sediment; slight reaction to HCl; horizontal, calcite-filled . 
   fractures; no fossils; small, light yellow, rounded pyrite crystals; gradual  
   contact with the upper shale. 
 9,415:   No dyed epoxy/ no stain; wackestone to packstone: no fossils; unable to  
   determine porosity; subhedral dolomite rhombs; rounded quartz grains;  
   angular pyrite; healed,  horizontal fractures; no organics. 
9,416 – 9,419:   Dolomitic mudstone: gray and light ray, fine to very fine grained,  
   mottled sediment with horizontal, dark gray lenss; little to no reaction to  
   HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; no pyrite.  
9,419 – 9,422:   Mudstone: gray and light gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment; slight reaction to HCl; unable to distinguish fracturing, fossils,  
   or pyrite due to the poor state of the core. 
 9,419:   Wackestone: no fossils; unable to determine porosity; euhedral  
   dolomite rhombs; rounded quartz grains; rounded pyrite; open,  
   horizontal fractures; no organics. 
9,422 – 9,425:   Silty mudstone: brown-gray and gray, fine to very fine grained,  
   horizontal laminae with light gray, horizontal lenses; slight reaction to  
   HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
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9,425 – 9,428:   Siltstone: dark gray to brown-gray, fine to very fine grained, horizontal  
   laminae; slight to moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no  
   fossils; no pyrite. 
 9,425:   No dyed epoxy/ no stain; Packstone: no fossils; unable to determine  
   porosity; euhedral dolomite rhombs; rounded quartz grains; elongate  
   pyrite; no fractures; no organics. 
9,428 – 9,431:   Siltstone: dark gray and gray, fine to very fine grained, horizontal  
   laminae; slight reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; no pyrite 
 9,432:   No dyed epoxy/ no stain; Grainstone: no fossils; unable to determine  
   porosity; rounded quartz grains with crystalline cement; rounded pyrite;  
   no fractures; no organics. 
9,431 – 9,434:   Mudstone to wackestone: brown to gray, medium grained, laminae with  
   horizontal, gray lenses; slight reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no  
   fossils; no pyrite. 
 
33-105-00667 NDIC File: 4340 Q/Q: SWSW S-T-R: 2-154-95 CLIFFORD 
MARMON #1  PAN AMERICAN PETROLEUM CORP. Williams County 
Depth   Description 
9,906.3 – 9,909:  Silty mudstone: light gray, fine to very fine grained, uniformly bedded  
   sediment with horizontal, dark gray lenses; no healed fractures; sparse  
   gastropod shells; no pyrite; contact with upper shale missing. 
9,909 – 9,912:   Siltstone: light gray and gray, fine to very fine grained, millimeter  
   laminae; strong reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
9,912 – 9,915:   Mudstone: gray and dark gray, fine to very fine grained, millimeter,  
   horizontal laminae; moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no  
   fossils; no pyrite. 
9,915 – 9,918:   Mudstone: light and medium gray, fine to very fine grained, uniformly  
   bedded sediment; slight to moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures;  
   no fossils; no pyrite; section from 9,916.1 to 9,917 is missing. 
 9,916:   No dyed epoxy/no stain; Fossiliferous Grainstone: gastropods, crinoids,  
   brachiopods, shell fragments; unable to determine porosity; rounded  
   quartz grains in crystalline cement; coated grains; rounded pyrite; no  
   fractures; no organics. 
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9,918 – 9,921:   Wackestone: gray and dark gray, medium and fine grained, uniform  
   bedding; slight reaction to HCl; no healed fracture; no fossils; no pyrite;  
   section from 9,919.1 to 9,920 missing. 
9,921 – 9,924:   Mudstone to wackestone: gray and drk gray, medium to fine grained  
   sediment with horizontal laminae; little to no reaction to HCl; no healed  
   fractures; no fossils; angular, dark yellow, pyrite crystals. 
 9,922.5:  Blue epoxy/ red stain; Oolitic Grainstone: ostracodes, shell fragments,  
   crinoids; <5% porosity; rounded quartz grains with calcite cement;  
   oolites; no pyrite; no fractures; no organics. 
9,924 – 9,927:   Mudstone to wackestone: brown and dark gray, medium to fine grained  
   sediment with horizontal laminae; little to no reaction to HCl; no healed  
   fractures; no fossils; dark yellow, angular, pyrite crystals. 
9,927 – 9,930:   Mudstone: light gray and brown-gray, fine to very fine grained sediment  
   with horizontal laminae; some rip-up clasts; no healed fractures; no  
   fossils; no pyrite. 
9,930 – 9,933:   Siltstone: gray and dark gray, fine to very fine grained sediment with  
   wavy laminae; little to no reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils;  
   dark yellow, angular pyrite crystals. 
9,933 – 9,936:   Silty mudstone: light gray and gray, fine to very fine grained sediment  
   with horizontal laminae; moderate to strong reaction to HCl; no healed  
   fractures; no fossils; no pyrite; section from 9,936 to 9,937 is missing. 
9,936 – 9,939:   Mudstone: light gray and dark gray, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment; moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; no  
   pyrite. 
9,939 – 9,942:   Mudstone: gray and dark gray, fine to very fine grained sediment with  
   millimeter, horizontal laminae; moderate reaction t  HCl; no healed  
   fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
9,942 – 9,945:   Siltstone: brown-gray and dark gray, fine to very fine grained sediment  
   with horizontal laminae with some mottling; some rip-up clasts; no  
   healed fractures; no fossils; no pyrite; section fr m 9,943.2 to 9,943.8 is  
   missing. 
9,945 – 9,948:   Silty mudstone: light gray and brown, fine to very fine grained uniformly  
   bedded sediment with dark gray, horizontal lenses; 2 – 3cm long, calcite  
   vugs; no healed fractures; replaces shell fragments; dark yellow, angular  
   pyrite crystals. 
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9,948 – 9,951:   Mudstone: light gray and brown, fie to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment; moderate reaction to HCl; no healed fractures; no fossils; no  
   pyrite. 
9,951 – 9,954:   Silty mudstone: light gray and brown, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment with dark gray, horizontal lenses; moderate reaction to HCl; no  
   healed fractures; replaced fossil fragments; dark yellow, angular pyrite  
   crystals. 
9,954 – 9,957:   Mudstone: light gray and brown, fie to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment with dark gray, horizontal lenses; moderate to vigorous reaction  
   to HCl; small, horizontal, calcite-filled fractures; no fossils; no pyrite. 
9,957 – 9,960:   Silty mudstone: light gray and brown, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment with dark gray, horizontal lenses; moderate to vigorous reaction  
   to HCl; no healed fractures; replaced fossil shel fragments; no pyrite. 
9,960 – 9,963:   Silty mudstone: light gray and brown, fine to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment; moderate to vigorous reaction to HCl; no healed fractures;  
   replaced fossil shell fragments; dark yellow to orange, rounded pyrite  
   crystals. 
9,963 – 9,966:   Mudstone: light gray and brown, fie to very fine grained, mottled  
   sediment with calcite vugs; moderate to vigorous reaction to HCl; no  
   healed fractures; replaced fossil shell fragments; dark yellow to orange,  
   angular pyrite crystals. 
9,966 – 9,966.3:  gradual contact with lower shale; l rge amount of bright yellow, elongate  




Appendix B: Well Information 
 This appendix lists all pertinent information for all the wells used in this study.  Included 
is the API number, NDIC File number, latitude, longitude, current well operator, original well 
name, oil field, well status, and the total production for producing wells (in bbls).  All information 
was provided by the NDIC Oil and Gas Commission datab se.   
Well Status: 
A = Active    PA = Plugged and Abandoned 
DRY = Dry Hole   TA = Temporarily Abandoned  
























Field Status Cum. 
Production 




Buckhorn PA 192064 
3300701140 12331 47.170103 -103.584939 Whiting Oil 
and Gas 
Corp. 
MOI #44-27 Roosevelt TA 92584 





































































































































Wildcat DRY  








Wildcat DRY  






Wildcat DRY  





3302500347 9707 47.669643 -102.404542 Geolinear Co. Young Bear 
#32-4 
Heart Butte PA 318 
3302500447 12785 47.542727 -102.963685 Rolling Hills 




Big Gulch A 7092 




Bailey A 279854 
3302500612 16466 470137713 -102.985575 Oxy USA 
Inc. 
Griggs 1-9 Willmen DRY  
3302500669 16798 47.502823 -102.836719 Burlington 
Resources Oil 
& Gas Co. 
Prairie Rose 
24-31H 
Corral Creek A 190089 




Wildcat DRY  





Antelope DRY  












Pershing DRY  




(Tract 1) #1 
Sand Creek PA 27384 





Tract 1 #1 
Wildcat DRY  




Ahel et Al 
Grassey Butte 
#12-31 H3 
Wildcat DRY  






Blue Buttes IA  119539 
3305302853 16985 47.991258 -102.982679 Newfield 
Production 
Company 
Larsen 1-16H Westberg A 187726 
3306100179 4113 47.842165 -102.591499 Texaco Inc. Fort Berthold 
Allottee 437 
#A1 
Wildcat DRY  
3306100187 5088 48.296464 -102.603761 Shell Oil Co. L. Texel #21-
36 
Wildcat DRY  





Stanley A 1375 
3306100398 12807 48.113405 -102.572856 Burlington 
Resources Oil 
& Gas 
Ahel et Al 
Sanish #36-
44 H4 
Wildcat PA 658 








3306100520 16497 48.00643 -102.190547 EOG 
Resources, 
Inc. 
Hoff 1-10H Parshall A 370945 
3306100535 16637 48.022058 -102.147157 EOG 
Resources, 
Inc. 
Long 1-01H Parshall A 326239 
3306100571 16799 48.038221 -102.101366 Hunt Oil 
Company 
Patten 1-27H Parshall A 81581 





Wildcat DRY  
3307500873 8637 48.772647 -102.001847 Clarion 
Resources, 
Inc. 
Pierce #1-18 Wildcat DRY  




Wildcat DRY  
3310100273 8699 48.6746 -102.193357 Clarion 
Resources, 
Inc. 
Flecten #1-20 Wildcat DRY  
3310500606 3007 48.571749 -102.99963 Dallea 
Petroleum 
Corp. 
Hamlet U. #2 Northwest 
McGregor 
DRY  
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